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ABSTRACT
Sex conferring chromosomes are subject to rapid change throughout evolution. Ychromosomes (male determining) are subject to extensive chromatin remodeling and
higher mutation rates than the autosomes being that recombination with the X
chromosome is inhibited in many regions. The non-recombining regions comprise
varying proportions of Y chromosomes from species to species and they are subject to
mutation acquisition including both deletions and insertions. Recently it has been shown
that these insertion mutations include repetitive DNA such as satellite DNA sequences
(satDNA) and transposable elements. It is thought that Y chromosomes go through many
rounds of expansion and contraction throughout evolution in a species and this may
account for what seems to be homogenization of satDNA monomers that exist on Y
chromosomes. In many species there is much evidence that satDNA is being
homogenized through molecular turnover mechanisms and molecular drive.
Most plant Y chromosomes have been diverging for less time than those of
animal Y chromosomes and therefore present an opportunity to study newly formed Y
chromosomal constitutive heterochromatin. Plant Y chromosomes often posses more
DNA content than their X counterparts. Furthermore, plant Y chromosomes seem to be
lengthening while animal Y chromosomes appear to be in a state of diminution. These
opposite growth states may be characteristic of young and old Y chromosomes
respectively. It is reasonable to assume that the mechanisms causing the chromosomal
dimorphism between X and Y chromosomes are the same throughout the genomes of
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various species, however, enhanced within non-recombining regions. Dissecting these
molecular events can reveal some of the major forces and mechanisms driving evolution.
The sex system of Rumex acetosa (Sorrel) provides an ideal opportunity to study
a recently evolved set of dimorphic sex chromosomes in plants. In this species, males
have two Y chromosomes and a sex determination system resembling that of Drosophila.
It has been estimated that the Y chromosomes of Sorrel started diverging from the X
chromosomes ~15 million years ago and they contain approximately 57% more DNA
content than the X chromosome.
It has been shown that much of the Y chromosomes are composed of constitutive
heterochromatin and are rich in repetitive DNA. One such region is the Rumex acetosa Y
specific repetitive satellite, RAYSI. Results by others show that tandem repeat arrays of
RAYSI monomers are exclusive to the Y chromosomes and show a very low sequence
diversity indicating high level of homogeneity amongst Y derived monomers.
It was suggested by Navajas et al. (2005) that RAYSI has evolved from a 120 bp
sequence located autosomally. Until this study the evolution of the greater RAYSI
family including monomers that are not from the Y-chromosomes. PCR based
approaches of obtaining the RAYSI sequence have been utilized but until now none have
observed the RAYSI tandem array in the original organization and genomic environment.
The following study investigates the composition, organization and origin of the
greater RAYSI family, including non-Y monomers, and those from the Y tandem repeat
arrays with particular emphasizes on revealing the constitutive heterochromatin
environment in which it exists. Toward this goal RAYSI and its surrounding genomic
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environments were obtained in various ways. To obtain BAC sized heterochromatic
regions from the Y chromosomes and putative X chromosomal regions a large insert
BAC library of Sorrel was screened with the following probes; male enriched sequence
probe RAYSI, probable X derived cDNA (RAXc4) and sex chromosome enriched
satDNA probe (AAC)7. In order to obtain probable Y and X chromosome derived BACs.
BACs were screened for Y chromosomal origin by hybridizing them as probes onto
Southern blots of male and female genomic DNA. Four BACs from these experiments
(two Y-derived RAYSI rich and two X-cDNA derived transcript rich) were partially
sequenced revealing the DNA composition and arrangement of sequences within these
genomic regions. BACs originating from the Y-chromosomes consist primarily of large
tandem repeats of the RAYSI sequence and enrichment with the Ty3-gypsy
retrotransposon. In contrast, BACs selected by hybridization with a probable X-derived
cDNA, were depleted in these expanded sequences.
A phylogenetic study of RAYSI satDNA monomers from both male and female
R. acetosa indicate a recent expansion of a derived RAYSI isoform on the Y
chromosomes and the presence of ancestral isoforms that exist in both male and female
genomes. In order to investigate the origins of the greater RAYSI family of sequences
that have recently expanded on the Y chromosomes in arrays and the context of non-Y
derived sequences, monomers derived from tandem, those putatively from the X
chromosomes and perhaps autosomes were viewed on a scaled phylogram using R.
crispus (as an outgroup). To characterize homogeneity of Y chromosomal RAYSI
sequences and compare them to those from the X chromosomes (and perhaps autosomes),
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sequence diversity was estimated for various groups revealing the evolution of this
particular satDNA that have helped to shape the constitutive heterochromatin regions of
the R. Acetosa Y chromosomes. A derived variant of RAYSI has expanded into the
tandem arrays that compose much of the constitutive heterochromatin of the Y
chromosomes. This expansion may be directly responsible for the accumulation of DNA
content evident in these recently evolved chromosomes. This derived form was the only
isotype found on probable sex chromosome derived BACs suggesting that the homology
found between X and Y chromosomal RAYSI sequences indicates recent common
ancestry for these chromosomes.
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products of male and female genomic DNA using primers made
from left and right sequences of subclone 20D23_50. Lanes 8, 9,
and 10 contain PCR products using DNA of BAC 20D23 as a
template using primer sets 33, 46, and 50…………………………..
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Why Sex?

Sexual reproduction allows allelic mixing and replacements on chromosomes via
recombination, thereby producing chromosomes of new genetic constitution. In essence,
this continuously generates organisms of new genetic potential and in such a manner
accelerates evolution (Fisher, 1930; Muller, 1932). But still we have the question, “why
separate sexes?” Seventy-two percent of all plant species examined are hermaphroditic
(Yampolsky and Yampolsky, 1922) including 90% of all angiosperms (Ashton, 1969;
Tomlinson, 1974). Hermaphroditism is also the norm amongst sessile marine
invertebrates (Prevedelli et al., 2006). The current thought is that the negative impact of
inbreeding depression (accidental or not) on a species is so great that the elaborate
strategy of two sexes was developed in order to abandon this possibility completely
(Stebbins, 1957). Many hermaphroditic organisms have evolved elaborate methods of
self-incompatibility ranging from gene regulated, temporal spacing, to spatial separation
(Bateman, 1954). Dioecy is obviously the most severe form of self incompatibly.

Various Sexual Conditions in Plants Animals and Lower Eukaryotes

Perhaps the plant kingdom exhibits the most varied of sexual conditions. About
10 percent of plant species (Yampolsky and Yampolsky, 1922) have evolved spatial
separation of their flowers and there are various ways that this state can be manifested.
Monoecious plants carry male and female organs on separate flowers on the same plant,
Gynodioecy is a breeding system in which populations are composed of female and
hermaphroditic plants (e.g. Plantago coronopus; Koelewijn and Van-Damme, 1995a);
Androdioecious populations are composed of male and hermaphroditic plants (e.g.
Datisca glomerata; Liston et al., 1990), while Trioecy (also known as subdioecy and
polygamous) is a state in which populations are composed of male, female and
hermaphroditic plants (e.g. Pachycereus pringlei; Fleming et al., 1994).
Gynomonoecious plants carry female and hermaphroditic flowers on the same plant (e.g.
Festuca; Anton and Connor, 1995) and Andromonoecious plants carry male and
hermaphroditic flowers (e.g. Cucumis melo; Rosa, 1928). There even exists a system
called trimonoecy, in which plants carry male, female and hermaphroditic flowers on the
same plant (e.g. Dimorphotheca pluvialis; Correns, 1906). Finally we come to the most
common state in plants, which is hermaphroditism. Amongst animals, the most common
system is dioecy in which organisms are fully male or female.

Deviation from dioecy

is rare among animals; however, hermaphroditism is common in invertebrates, many fish,
and to a lesser degree in other vertebrates (Yampolsky and Yampolsky, 1922).
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Invertebrate androdioecy is exemplified by the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.
Gynodioecy has been reported in the Caribbean coral Porites astreoides. (Tso, 2004).
It has been hypothesized that dioecious organisms have evolved from co-sexual
ancestors (Charlesworth, 1991). This would require two mutations to become fixed in a
population; a mutation that causes sterility or lack of development of male organs in
some individuals, thereby, producing a gynodioecious population followed by another
mutation causing female sterility in hermaphrodites. The hermaphrodites would be
selected against over time due to inbreeding depression leaving a fully dioecious
population. Conversely, the alternative order of evolutionary events would lead to dioecy
as well.

Chromosomal Sex Determination Systems

It is probable that the evolution of dioecy predates the evolution of sex
chromosomes. It is possible that non-genic sex determination systems, such as that seen
in many reptiles (e.g. turtles and alligators) (Bull, 1980; Bull, 1983), evolved into genic
determined mechanisms that are most conspicuous (Figure 1.3). Sex chromosomes have
evolved independently in many eukaryotic taxa (Charlesworth, 1991). In amphibians and
reptiles, both XX - XY and ZZ - ZW systems exist. In birds and butterflies, only the ZZ
- ZW system is seen. Mammals mostly have the XX - XY system however, two known
species of rodent Ellobius tancrei and Ellobius lutescens (Matthey, 1953) possess the
same set of chromosomes in male and female consisting of 2n=17+X. It has been shown
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that sex chromosomes in birds and mammals do not share common autosomal ancestors
(Fridolfsson et al., 1998). Sex chromosomes are by no means special to “higher”
metazoans; they exist in lower eukaryotes as well. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells are
normally haploid and exist as one of two genetically fixed mating types, designated mt+
and mt- however, when stressed with treatments such as heating or nitrogen starvation,
cells of both mating types differentiate into sexually competent gametes (Figure 1.1).
The sex-determining locus exists on linkage group VI (Ferris, 1989). Not surprisingly
recombination is suppressed in this 1 megabase region. The region contains genes
involved in cell recognition and fusion, zygospore maturation, mating-type controlled
inheritance of organelle genes, as well as, some additional closely linked loci that have no
apparent role in the sexual cycle (Ferris et al., 1997a; Ferris et al., 1997b). Genes that
map elsewhere in the genome but whose expression is limited to either sex, have also
been identified (Campell et al., 1995; Goodenough et al., 1995; Kurvari et al., 1998).
Presently researchers recognize several chromosomal sex determination systems.
Mammals and many other organisms possess an XX – female, XY- male system in which
the Y chromosome carries the male determining allele. In this case XXY and XYY
organisms would develop as male. X0 organisms develop as female. In most cases
organisms that possess only the Y chromosome without the X cannot survive. Other
organisms utilize an X : autosomal ratio as the master trigger for sex development. Like
the previous system females are XX; however, males do not rely upon the Y chromosome
to determine their sex therefore X0 individuals develop as male. This system is observed
in a number of insects and plants. Studies of this system in Drosophila indicate that an
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X: autosomal ratio (X:A) of 1= female, 0.5 = male, X:A > 1.0 = metafemale, and X:A <
0.5 = metamale (Bridges, 1921). In the case of the androdioecious nematode C. elegans,
X-0 confers male development but XX is hermaphrodite.
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Figure 1.1 The Life Cycle of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Harris, 2001)

The Current Theory of Sex Chromosome Evolution

The current theory of sex chromosome evolution states that heteromorphic sex
chromosomes evolve from a set of homologous autosomes in which one possesses the
sex determining allele or alleles (Bridges, 1916). Homomorphic sex chromosomes of this
nature often exist in plants, lizards, and in sea going turtles such as Chelodina longicollis
(Tariq Ezaz, 2006). For simplicity, we will refer to the XY system, since the same
evolutionary forces probably apply to the XY and ZW systems. The Y chromosome may
contain the sex-determining locus as seen in mammals or may not as in D. miranda.
According to the current model, the ancestral autosome (the incipient Y)
possesses a gene that promotes male development. Male beneficial genes then
accumulate proximal to this gene as proximity reduces chances of crossover with the
homologous neo-sex chromosome, which would result in hermaphrodite and neuter
progeny (Hirsch, 1949). The reason for this is that genes that promote maleness should
be closely linked to the master switch gene that initiates a pathway of sexual
development. This is known as the “Antagonistic Genes hypothesis” (Fischer, 1931; Bull,
1983; Rice, 1984; Charlesworth et al., 1987 Rice, 1992). These genes either directly or
indirectly promote development of sperm in animals and pollen development in plants
(Rice, 1996). Recombination must be stopped between the incipient X and Y
chromosome at this locus. In eukaryotes recombination is typically suppressed in
constitutively heterochromatic regions of the genome such as centromeres, telomeres, and
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internal regions of Y chromosomes (Lambie and Roeder, 1986; Tanksley et al., 1992).
The current hypothesis concerning the repression of recombination in these regions is that
there is an increase in cytosine methylation in these regions and that these chromosomal
structures are epigenetically inherited (Gorelick, 2005). The heterochromatin spreads out
from these regions, the enveloped genes are silenced and recombination is inhibited.
This cessation of recombination initiates a path of degeneration and hence the
morphogenesis of Y chromosomes. Due to successive deletions, the Y is eventually lost.
It is thought that the condition of X : autosome ratio conferring maleness such as seen in
Drosophila miranda and Rumex acetosa (Wilby and Parker, 1988) is an adaptation
occurring as a result of the complete loss of Y chromosome function (Steinemann and
Steinemann, 2005). When the Y chromosome function is lost the organism must find
another switch to initiate the sex determination pathway.

Current Models of Y Chromosome Degradation

Muller’s ratchet that is typically applied to haploid asexual organisms can be
applied to a chromosome in the absence of crossover. Alleles on the non-recombining
region of the Y chromosome (NRY) are constantly held in a heterozygous state (Muller,
1932). Deleterious recessive mutations are masked by the presence of the X
chromosome. Y chromosomes acquire more and more mutations in a population until
equilibrium is reached between mutation and selection. One can imagine this as a
Poisson distribution with extremes on each end (Figure 1.2). The class with least loaded
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mutations is designated “0” because it carries no mutations. Being that this class and the
most loaded class represent such a small percentage of the population it is easy for this
class to disappear due to genetic drift. In such a manner the population will have lost this
least loaded class and the next least loaded will take its place hence moving the ratchet
one notch forward.

Figure 1.2: A Poisson distribution representing Y-chromosomes carrying mutations.
Zero represents the least loaded class and 15 the most loaded (Muller, 1964).

The Hill-Robertson effect explains how these neutral or slightly deleterious
mutations can become fixed in a population (Hill and Robertson, 1966). When an
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advantageous allele becomes fixed it can carry with it neighboring linked loci containing
deleterious, neutral or other advantageous alleles. This phenomenon is exaggerated in
non-recombining regions of the genome such as Y chromosomes. All loci within these
regions are selected for or against, together. On Y chromosomes the mutations that are
selected along with beneficial genes are said to be under the influence of background
trapping. Fixation occurs as certain chromosomes are selected for. The population size
of Y chromosomes is 1/3 that of the X chromosomes and therefore always more prone to
genetic drift (Caballero, 1995; Nei, 1970). Some of the mutations that occur are deletions
and if fixation occurs at this allele then this segment of the chromosomal DNA is lost in a
population. This leads to Y chromosomes that are highly reduced in genetic content.
Eventually the Y chromosome becomes so degraded that it is lost and the task of sex
determination is taken over by one of the autosomes (Figure 1.3). Hence the cycle starts
again.
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Figure 1.3: The most widely accepted model of sex chromosome morphogenesis
depicting the stages of degradation starting from a pair of autosomes in which one
acquires a sex-determining factor leading to loss of the Y. (Steinemann and
Steinemann, 2005)
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Evidence to support this model has been found in the neo-Y chromosome of
Drosophila miranda. The neo-Y chromosome of D. miranda displays the extension of
heterochromatin and the expansion of genetic inertness from the original Y segment to
the new translocated autosomal segment (Bachtrog, 2003).

Dosage Compensation

It is logical to assume that since one sex has twice the number of X or Z
chromosomes as the other, a situation of imbalanced gene product is created. Various
systems exist that rectify this problem. Such regulatory systems are termed “dosage
compensation”. In embryonic mammalian females (XX), one chromosome is inactivated
by the spread of facultative heterochromatin over the entire chromosome resulting in a
genetically inactive Barr body (Lyon, 1961). Prior to inactivation, a gene termed Xist is
expressed from both X chromosomes and the XIST RNA transcript accumulates at the
site of transcription. Eventually this accumulation encompasses most of one of the X
chromosomes thereby silencing it. This switch is thought to be an XIST antisense RNA
(Tsix) that destabilizes the Xist transcript on the active X chromosome (Lee et al., 1999)
More recently it was suggested that a transcription factor called CTCF works together
with Tsix to make the “choice” as to which chromosome would not be inactivated (Chao
et al. 2002).
It is later in development that one of the X chromosomes becomes inactivated. Xinactivation is random from cell to cell (Penny et al., 1996) but this condition is passed to
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all progenies in that cell line thereby always displaying inactivation of the same X
homologue. Inactivation is initiated by the RNA transcript termed X-inactivationspecific transcript (XIST). XIST is encoded by the X-inactivation locus whose switch is
not known (Lee et al, 1999).
In contrast to the mammalian system in which expression is halved in the female
Drosophila males (XY) exhibit doubled expression of genes along the X chromosome
(Muller 1932; Arkhipova et al., 1997.). The absence of Sex lethal (SXL) protein that in
females is activated by the X: autosome ratio, allows Male Specific-Lethal-2 (MSL-2) to
be translated. This Ring finger protein then recruits other MSLs (Copps et al., 1998) and
male specific non-coding RNA, roX1 and roX2 (Meller, 1997). These products form a
nucleoprotein complex that acts as NTPase/helicase and in H4 lysine 16 histone
acetylation hence remodeling chromatin and doubling the activity of certain genes on the
X chromosome (Turner et al., 1992; Bone et al., 1994; Grunstein, 1997).
In C. elegans hermaphrodites (XX), both X chromosomes are partially repressed.
In this system the SMC family of proteins (Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes),
DPY and MIX are recruited to the X chromosomes by the Sex and Dosage
Compensation-2 (SDC-2) protein (Dawes et al., 1999) beginning at the 40 cell stage of
development (Chuang et al., 1994). Any of these mechanisms results in balancing the
relative gene expression between males and females (or, in the case of C. elegans,
hermaphrodites and males) (Charlesworth, 1996).
In many plants and animals it has been shown that dosage compensation can
occur as a result of meiotic mutations such as aneuploidy or polyploidy. Genes on the
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affected chromosome may be up-regulated or down-regulated to compensate for the
change in the normal number of chromosomes present (Birchler et al., 2001).

Discoveries About Sex Chromosomes
Animal Y Chromosomes

In Drosophila melanogaster heterochromatin has been shown to comprise ~59
Mb in the female and ~100 Mb in the male (Celniker and Rubin, 2003). Roughly 2/3 of
the D. melanogaster Y chromosome is composed of heterochromatic regions that are
enriched in high, middle and low-copy repetitive sequences including blocks of satellite
sequences, and contain only a few protein-encoding genes. A large portion of middleand low-copy repetitive sequences are composed of transposable elements, especially
retrotransposons (Kidwell and Lisch, 1997). In-situ hybridization using different satellite
sequences has revealed that various heterochromatic regions throughout the D.
melanogaster genome are composed of different satellite and retrotransposon sequences
(Gatti et al., 1994; Pimpinelli et al., 1995). For example, more than 70% of the DNA in
the centromeric heterochromatin of chromosome 2 is composed of five simple repeated
sequences (Lohe et al., 1993). Approximately 80% of Y chromosome DNA is composed
of nine simple repeated sequences, including (AAGAC)n (8 Mb), (AAGAG)n (7 Mb),
and (AATAT)n (6 Mb) (Lohe et al., 1993). A more recent estimate indicates that these
repeats are interwoven with transposons and other elements which compose ~41 Mb of
the entire ~63 Mb chromosome. Analysis of the Y-specific pericentric sequence revealed
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that it is almost entirely composed of blocks of duplicated genomic segments sharing
95%–99% homology to multiple human autosomes (Celniker and Rubin, 2003).
With respect to functional genes on the Y chromosome in Drosophila, ribosomal
DNA sequences (bobbed) and six genes essential for male fertility (kl-1, kl-2, kl-3, kl-5,
ks-1, and ks-2) have been discovered (Brosseau, 1960) (Kennison, 1981). In light of this
discovery it is understandable that while X0 Drosophila develops as males, they are
sterile (Hess and Meyer, 1968). The kl-2, kl-3 and kl-5 fertility factors all encode dyneinheavy chains (Carvalho et al., 2000) that are essential for sperm motility.
As usual for animal systems the Y chromosome of humans is much smaller than
the X and contains one large part that does not recombine termed the NRY (nonrecombining region) or MSY (male specific Y). The Y also contains two regions at the
ends that do recombine with the X chromosome termed the PAR (pseudo-autosomal
region). The male-specific region of the human Y chromosome comprises 95% of the
chromosome's length. It is apparently an array of heterochromatic sequences and three
classes of euchromatic sequences. The euchromatic sequences contain those that are
transposed from the X, originally from the Y and are degenerated in comparison to their
X homologues, and finally ampliconic sequences (Waterson et al., 2003). These classes
contain 156 known transcripts, which include 78 known protein-coding genes. These can
be divided into 27 distinct kinds of proteins. The X-transposed sequences exhibit 99%
identity to those found on the X chromosome. The ampliconic class of sequences makes
up about 30% of the MSY euchromatin. These latter sequences show greater than 99.9%
identity to each other. Eight massive palindromes have been identified of which six
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contain genes for testis development. The genes recovered from this area appear to fall
into 5 categories; testis, fetal brain, prostate, teeth and ubiquitous (Waterson et al., 2003).
It was shown early on that inversions are perhaps the most effective genomic tool
for the inhibition of recombination (Dobzhansky and Epling, 1948). Radiation
hybridization analysis performed by Lahn and Page (1997) has revealed 19 functional
genes on the human Y chromosome that have homologues on the X. Synonymous
substitution studies of these genes in comparison to their X related homologues have
revealed that recombination was halted in one region at a time. Four regions (strata) were
found to contain various levels of substitution. It appears that recombination was
restricted in each of these strata by inversions that occurred at different points in time
(Lahn and Page, 1997). This finding supports evidence if not proves that the X and Y
chromosomes were once homologous in mammals. Interestingly however, it has been
found that in a large percentage of males (mammals) sterility is due to inversion on the Y
chromosome.

Plant Y Chromosomes

Dioecy is rare among plants comprising only 8.2% of dicots and 5.1% of
monocots (Renner et al., 1995). Among the thousands of dioecious plant species very few
possess heteromorphic sex chromosomes. Papaya males for instance possess a set of
monomorphic chromosomes of which one contains a non-recombining male determining
locus (Liu et al., 2004). ). Sex chromosomes have evolved independently many times
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within plant species (Charlesworth, 2002). Interestingly however, plants have evolved
systems that are analogous to those found in animals. Like in mammals, the Y
chromosome of Silene latifolia confers male development acting as a maleness enhancer,
as well as a suppressor of the gynoecium (Grant et al., 1994). Differentiated sex
chromosomes have been clearly detected in only six families of plants (Jacobsen, 1957;
Parker, 1990).
Plant sex chromosomes have evolved relatively recently as compared to those of
mammalian systems that have been evolving since our divergence from birds 300 MYA
(Lahn and Page, 1997). It has been estimated that the sex chromosomes of Silene
latifolia were initiated approximately 20 million years ago, based upon divergence times
of dioecious species from their closest relatives (Desfeux et al., 1996). It has been
estimated that the sex chromosomes of Rumex acetosa emerged 15-16 MYA (Lengerova
et al., 2003, Navajas-Pérez et al., 2005).
The Y chromosomes of plants are often much larger than the X (Charlesworth,
2002). The mechanisms of this expansion are under-characterized, however, the result is
the accumulation of satDNA and mobile elements collectively known as repetitive DNA.
Several hundred copies of non-LTR retrotransposons are accumulated at the termini of
the long arm of the hemp (Cannabis sativa) Y chromosome (Sakamoto et al., 2000). The
Y chromosome of Silene latifolia is about 50% larger than the X chromosome and
enriched in retrotransposons (Pritham et al., 2003). Some exceptions to the phenomenon
of the Y chromosomes being larger than the X are exemplified by species such as
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liverwort (Marchantia polymorpha) (Bischler, 1986), Humulus lupulus and Viscum
album (Parker, 1990).
While animal Y chromosomes appear to be shrinking, those of plants appear to be
growing. Repetitive sequences are abundant on the Y chromosomes of plants
contributing greatly to their expansion and increased DNA content. This has been
observed in Silene latifolia (Zhang et al., 1998), as well as, in Rumex acetosa (Shibata et
al., 1999). The ancient Y chromosomes of animals such as human and Drosophila are
also rich in repeat sequences, however, they are losing content and are almost completely
degenerated.
While heteromorphic sex chromosomes are severely repressed when it comes to
recombination many if not all possess small regions that still experience chiasmata. In the
human Y chromosome this is termed the Pseudo-Autosomal Region (PAR). The PAR
regions are typically found at the ends of the chromosome. A similar situation exists in
Rumex acetosa. Most of the regions of the X and Y chromosomes do not recombine
during meiosis (Westergaard, 1958; Parker, 1990; Lardon et al, 1999). During male
meiosis trivalent formation can be seen between the X and the two Y chromosomes. Y1,
X, and Y2 meet at the metaphase plate and chiasmata occurs in two Pseudo-Autosomal
Regions at the termini (Wilby and Parker, 1986). It has been observed that in meiosis the
X and Y chromosomes of Silene latifolia pair at the end of the Y chromosome q arm
(Westergaard, 1940).
Deletion mutant studies of the Silene latifolia Y chromosome have revealed three
chromosomal regions containing sex-determining genes; the female suppressor region
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(designated region A) (Westergaard, 1946; Lardon et al., 1999), the early stamen
development region (designated region B) [deletions result in asexual flowers (Farbos et
al., 1999)], and late stamen development (designated region C) [deletion results in sterile
male flowers (Westergaard, 1946)].
In Silene latifolia some Y expressed genes have been identified. The Y linked
alleles, SLY1 and SLY4 that encode fructose-2, 6 bisphosphatase (Filatov et al., 2000) has
an X-linked homologue SLX1 (Delichere et al., 1999). Interestingly, it appears that SLY1
and SLY4 possess lower sequence diversity within the population than there X
counterparts. Taking into account the Hill-Robertson effect of linked genes, and this is
expected. Four genes named MROS1, MROS2, MROS3 and MROS4 (Matsunaga, 1996)
have been isolated but have no known function. MROS3 also has a counterpart on the X
chromosomes termed MROS3-X. Additional genes to these are SlssY (Filatov, 2005)
SlAP3Y, (Matsunaga et al., 2003) Sly3 (Nicolas et al., 2005) and DD44 all which have
homology to the Oligomycin Sensitivity-Conferring protein (Moore et al., 2003).
Studies using deletion mutants have been done to locate these genes within the
context of the regions described above (Zluvova et al., 2005). The genes DD44Y and
SlssY were found to be significantly associated with region A (the gynoecium repression
region) and SlY1, SlY3 and SlY4 are associated with region C (late stamen development).
Furthermore, the locations of these genes on the new Y chromosome map as compared to
the X chromosome reveals a putative inversion in regions A and B (Zluvova et al., 2005).
A PAC library of Marchantia polymorpha (Liverwort) was constructed by Okada
et al. (2001). Seventy Y specific PACs were identified through in situ chromosome
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hybridization and then sequenced (Okada et al., 2001; Ishizaki et al., 2002). Data
revealed a multitude of long interspersed repeat elements and just six putative protein
encoding genes. Southern blot analysis revealed that these genes are present many times
on the Y chromosome. Two of them, named ORF162 (Okada et al., 2001) and M2D3.5
(Ishizaki et al., 2002), are unique to the Y chromosome and the remaining four genes
appeared to be present in low copy number on the X chromosome or the autosomes.
ORF162 and M2D3.5 encode a putative protein with a RING finger domain and are
detectable only in the male sexual organs, indicating that the gene family represented by
ORF162 and M2D3.5 may be important in the development of the antheridiophore. Of
the four genes also present on the X chromosome or the autosomes, only one (M2D3.4) is
restricted in its expression to the male gametophyte. M2D3.4 encodes a putative
unknown protein that is expressed exclusively in male gametic cells. The remaining three
genes are not sex specific in their expression. The functions of the Y chromosome–
encoded genes are as yet unknown (Tanurdzic and Banks, 2004).

Transposons On The Y Chromosome

It has been shown that the Y chromosomes of plants and animals (Steinemann et
al., 1991, 1993, 1997) are rich in retrotransposon sequences especially that of the Ty3gypsy class (Steinman and Steinman, 2005). Several hundred copies of non-LTR
retrotransposons are accumulated at the termini of the long arm of the Cannabis sativa Y
chromosome (Sakamoto et al., 2000). Transposons are abundant on the Y chromosomes
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of human (Erlandsson et al., 2000), Anapholis gambia (Rohr et al., 2002), the W
chromosome of Bombyx mandarina (Abe et al., 2002), and the Y chromosome of Silene
latifolia (Pritham et al., 2003). The occurrence of transposon enrichment of the Y
chromosome from plants mammals and insects would indicate that this is a ubiquitous
phenomenon.
Transposable elements (TEs) are involved in the evolution of genome size in
eukaryotes (Kidwell, 2002). It has been estimated that transposable elements may make
up as much as 50% of plant genomes (Flavel et al., 1997). Many studies have shown that
a large proportion of eukaryotic genomes are made of transposable elements (Table 1.1;
Biémont, 2005). In light of this discovery, it is quite possible that the accumulation of
transposable elements on the Y chromosome of Rumex acetosa has significantly
contributed to its expansion.
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Table 1.1:
List of percentages of genomic contribution in a variety of species by
transposable elements. (Biémont, 2005)
Species

Proportion of TEs in
the genome (%)

Lilium

95-99

Rana esculenta
Zea mays

77
60-80

Homo sapiens

45

Mus musculus

42

Xenopus laevis
Gallus domesticus
Anopheles gambiae
Drosophila
melanogaster
Arabidopsis thaliana

37
27
16

Caenorhabditis elegans

6.5

Drosophila simulans
Saccharomyces
cerevisiae
Escherichia coli

5

Flavel RB et al., (1974); Flavel AG
et al., (1994); Bennetzen (2000)
Morescaldi and Olmo (1982)
San Mighel et al. (1996)
International Human
Genome Consortium (2001)
Henikoff et al. (1997);
Smith (1999)
Carrol et al. (1989)
Arthurand and Straus (1978)
Holt et al. (2002)
Rizzon et al. (2002),
Kapitonov and Jurka (2003),
The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative
Waterson and Sulston (1995),
International Human
Genome Consortium (2001)
Vieira et al. (1999)

3-5

Kim et al. (1998)

0.3

Mahillon and Chandler (1998)

Tetradon nigroviridis

0.14

Dasilva et al. (2002);

15-22
14
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Reference

Basic Transposon Biology

According to the review by Kumar and Bennetzen (1999), there are two classes of
transposable elements (TEs). Class I, comprises the LTR retrotransposons, Ty3-gypsylike and Ty1-copia-like as well as the non-LTR retrotransposons such as LINEs and
SINEs. Ty3-gypsy-like and Ty1-copia-like retrotransposons are also known as the
Metaviridae and Pseudoviridae (Boeke et al., 2000a, 2000b) groups of retrotransposons
respectively. Class II comprises the DNA transposons such as “Mutator” (maize)
(Bennetzen et al., 1996)(Kunze et al., 1997). Some characterized Ty3-gypsy-like
transposons are Athila (A. thaliana) (Pelissier et al., 1996), Athila-1-1 (A.
thaliana)(Wright et al., 1998), Cereba (Barley) (Presting et al., 1998), Cinful-1 (Maize)
(SanMiguel et al., 1996), Cyclops-2 (Pea) (Chavanne 1998), Grande-1 (Maize)
(Martinez-Izquierdo et al., 1997), IFG (Pinus radiata) (Kossack et al., 1999), RIRE3
(Rice) (Kumekawa et al., 1999), Zeon-1 (Maize) (Hu et al., 1995). Some characterized
Ty3-copia like retrotransposons are BARE-1 (Barley) (Suoniemi et al., 1996), Bs1
(Maize) (Jin Y-K 1989), Opie-1 (Maize) (SanMiguel et al., 1996), (PREM-2 (Maize)
(Turcich et al., 1996), SIRE-1 Soybean (Laten et al., 1998), Tnt1 (Tobacco)
(Grandbastien et al., 1989), ToS17 (Rice) (Hirochika et all, 1992), Tro1 (Tobacco)
(Hirochika et all, 1992). Some highly investigated non-LTR retrotransposons are LINEs
and SINEs. Some well-characterized LINEs are Cin4 (Maize) (Schwarz-Sommer et al.,
1987), Del2 (Lilium) (Leeton et al., 1993), Tal1 (A. thaliana) (Wright et al., 1996), Zepp
(Chlorella vulgaris) (Higashiyama et al., 1995). Some well-characterized SINEs are p-
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SINE1 (Rice) (Iwamoto et al., 1999), S1Bn Brassica napus) (Deragon et al., 1994), TS
(Tobacco) (Yoshioka et al., 1993), Ts (Bell pepper) (Pozueta-Romero et al., 1998). LTR
retrotransposons range from a few Kb up to ~15 Kb in size. LINEs usually range in size
from less than 1 kb up to ~8 kb, while SINEs are typically 100 bp to 300 bp in size.
Class I LTR retrotransposons (Ty1- copia, and Ty3-gypsy) contain a gene with
amino acid sequence similarity to the env gene present in animal retroviruses (Temin
1980; Xiong et al., 1990). This gene produces envelope proteins in animal retroviruses
that are required for cell-cell transmission. The function of the env gene-like sequence in
plant retrotransposons is unknown. Strong evidence suggests that these transposable
elements are the ancient relics of viruses and retroviruses (Bennetzen et al., 1996; Kumar,
1998). TY1-copia and TY3-gypsy retrotransposons display striking similarity to
retroviruses with respect to general sequence homology and genes possessed. Strong
evidence even suggests that the Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon can spread both horizontally
as a retrovirus upon rare acquisition of functional env proteins and be passed vertically to
progeny as part of the genome (Bennetzen et al., 1996; Kumar, 1998) (Laten et al., 1998)
(Song et al., 1994).
Retroviruses and retrotransposons share a common mechanism of replication and
integration into the host genome. Both transpose through an RNA intermediate copy. It
is a cDNA copy of the RNA transcript that is integrated into the genome of the host. This
is why retrotransposons typically contribute to genomic growth more than non-replicative
DNA transposons that do not leave a copy behind (Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999).
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All TEs so far known show some level of insertion site preference within a
genome (Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999). Some transpose preferentially in gene rich
regions and others in gene poor. Some show extreme levels of specificity for instance in
yeast Ty1, Ty2, Ty3 LTR retrotransposons show insertion preference upstream of genes
transcribed by RNA polymerase III maize centromeric regions (Bevan et al., 1998) (Gai
and Voytas ., 1998). Ty3-gypsy has been shown to preferentially insert into regions of
tandem duplicated sequences. These tandem duplicated sequences are composed of some
part of the Ty3 gypsy retrotransposon (Presting et al 1998).
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Figure 1.4: General structures of the Ty1-copia, Ty3-gypsy, LINE, and SINE
retrotransposons. The LTR retrotransposons have long terminal repeats in direct
orientation at each end. Within the LTRs are U3, R, and U5 regions that contain signals
for initiation and termination of transcription. The transcript initiates at the 5’ end of R
within the 5’ LTR and terminates at the 3” end of R within the 3” LTR. The genes within
the retrotransposons encode capsid-like proteins (CP), endonuclease (EN), Integrase
(INT), protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT), and RNAase-H. Other sequences
featured are PBS (primer binding sites) PPT (polypurine tracts), NA (nucleic acid binding
moiety), IR (inverted terminal repeats), DR (flanking target direct repeat), 5’ UTR (5’
untranslated region), 3’ UTR (3’ untranslated region), and Pol III A and B-promoter
recognition sites for RNA polymerase III. These figures are not drawn to scale (Steinman
and Steinman 2005).
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Table 1.2: Properties of some plant retrotransposons (Steinman and Steinman 2005).

Retrotransposon

Total
kb

LTR
bp

Copy # plant

Genome
location

LTR retrotransposons Ty1-copia group
BARE-1
Bs1
Opie-1
PREM-2S
SIRE-1
Tnt1

12.1

1829

>5,000

Barley

11
5.3

1000
610

>200
>100

Soybean
Tobacco

ToS17
Tto1

4.1
5.3

138
574

1-5
>30

Rice
Tobacco

Dispersed

Dispersed
in euchromatin
Dispersed
Dispersed

Ty3-gypsy group
Athila
Athila-1-1
Cereba
Cinful-1
Cyclops-2

Cin4
Del2
Tal1
Zepp

p-SINE1
S1Bn
TS
Ts

10.5
12
10
8.6
12.5

1539
1324
586
1504

30
730
1,500
20,000
1000

A. thaliana
A. thaliana
Barley
Maize
Pea

non-LTR retrotransposons
LINEs
1-6.4
50-100 Maize
4.5
250,000
6.1
1-6
0.987-8943
130
Chlorella
vulgaris
SINEs
0.125
>100
0.17
500
Brassica
napus
0.11
>50,000 Tobacco
0.206
>1,000 Bell pepper
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Paracentromeric
Centromeric
Dispersed

Telomeric

Dispersed
Dispersed
Dispersed

Overview Of The Ty3-gypsy Retrotransposon

Class I TEs are found in much greater abundance in plant and animal genomes
than Class II TEs due to the different method of transposition (Kidwell, 2002). The
following depicts the segments and arrangements of typical class II LTR
retrotransposons: The basic structure of an LTR retrotransposon can be thought of as an
internal group of genes that are essential to the replication process (encoding both
structural and enzymatic proteins) flanked by direct sequence repeats (LTRs). The LTRs
are composed of three basic sequences, U3 (unique 3’ DNA), R (repeat RNA), U5
(unique 5’ DNA). The U3 region of the 5’ LTR segment contains a promoter for
transcription of the retrotransposon and is therefore not found at the 5’ end of the mRNA
(that is transcribed by polymerase II from the host cell genome), however, a copy of the
U3 segment is still found at the 3’ LTR that is transcribed. The 5’ R segment serves as a
primer for the synthesis of the cDNA minus strand. U5 has no known function. The
internal genes include gag, pol, and env. The gag gene encodes structural proteins that
form the “virus-like particle” (VLP). This is an enclosed envelope that provides an
environment for reverse transcription to take place. Two RNA molecules are packaged
into a single VLP. The pol gene encodes a polyprotein possessing several enzymatic
functions such as protease, reverse transcriptase (RT), and integrase. The protease
cleaves the polyprotein thus separating RT and Integrase. RT transcribes the
retrotransposon mRNA into a cDNA double stranded copy (through a series of events).
Integrase incorporates the double stranded cDNA into the host genome.
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The Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon exists in the genome of the host and is passed
vertically to host progeny, however, it can also be replicated and integrated into another
genomic locus through an mRNA intermediate (Sandmeyer et al., 2002 Voytas et al.,
2002). The promoter initiating transcription is located in the U3 region of the 5’ LTR. ).
In this case a retrotransposons RNA is transcribed by RNA polymerase II that is
produced by the host cell. The Ty3-gypsy mRNA is translated in the cytoplasm and
encodes the proteins that form the virus-like particle (VLP) and also proteins used in
reverse transcription and integration steps (Ilyin et al., 1980; Falkenthal, et al., 1980).
Ty1-copia and Ty3-gypsy LTR retrotransposons are termed the Pseudoviridae and
Metaviridae families respectively (Boeke et al., 2004).
The following describes the mechanisms involved in the replication of the Ty3gypsy retrotransposon: Typically, two RNA molecules are packaged into one
(VLP)(Sandmeyer et al., 2002 Voytas et al., 2002). Within this envelope the mRNA is
reverse transcribed to form a double stranded cDNA copy of the mRNA template
containing two intact LTRs (Figure 1.5). The primer enabling this reaction is actually a
host-originated tRNA (Boeke et al., 1989)*. A primer-binding site that is recognized by
the binding site of a host tRNA is located immediately after the 5’ LTR (in the
3’direction) (Figure 1.5A). This strand is partially composed of RNA and DNA. The
newly formed cDNA is called ‘strong stop’ DNA and contains a complementary
DNA copy of the 5’ U5 and R LTR sequences. This RNA-DNA hybrid molecule is
actually the beginning of the minus strand. The RNA complement is selectively
removed from the duplexed molecule by RNAse H (encoded by the retrotransposon) thus
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freeing it to be transferred from the 5’ LTR to the 3’ LTR where the 5’ R DNA sequence
binds to the 3’ R RNA sequences (Figure 1.5B). This is called “first strand transfer.” This
fragment of DNA serves as a primer for the continuation of the reverse transcription of
the minus strand (Figure 1.5C). This cDNA binds to a polypurine tract located close to
the 3’LTR in order to continue to produce the minus strand. RNAse H creates a nick in
the poly-purine tract of the mRNA thus creating a free 3’ hydroxyl allowing plus strand
synthesis to begin by transcription of the full 3’ LTR including the primer binding site of
the tRNA that is covalently linked to minus DNA strand (Hansen 1988) Flavell et al.,
1983; Syomin et al., 1989) (Figure 1.5C). RNAse H resumes degradation of the
template mRNA strand only leaving behind small islands of purine tracts to be used as
primers lending a free 3’ hydroxyl (Figure 1.5D). Second strand transfer occurs at this
stage by the annealing of the complimentary primer-binding sites when this plus strand
containing U3, R, U5, and PBS is transferred to the 3’ PBS of the minus strand figure 1.5
E and F. PBS sequences of plus and minus strands are complementary and anneal to
form a circular molecule containing a single LTR regions (U3, R, U5). Both 5’ and 3’
LTRs containing 5’ U3 and 3’ U5 segments are reconstructed flanking the internal gag,
pol and env genes.
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Figure 1.5: Diagram depicting the replication of LTR retrotransposons. A) depicts first
strand synthesis of a complementary DNA copy (actually a hybrid DNA-RNA molecule)
using a host tRNA as a primer. Selective degradation of 5’ R and U5 regions by RNAse
H. B) displays first strand transfer, binding to the polypurine tract and strand
continuation of first strand synthesis to 5’ end. C) RNAse H degrades original mRNA
leaving two PPT islands as primers. D) second strand synthesis followed by total
removal of original RNA. E) binding occurs at complementary PBS sequences. F) and
G) Strand synthesis occurs either resulting in circular molecules containing one LTR or
linear molecules containing two LTRs. The full-length retro-element DNA is completed.
It is longer than the genomic RNA since reverse transcriptase has created duplications of
the U5 and U3 regions at the ends of the DNA resulting in a discontinuity in the plus
strand (Wilhelm and Wilhelm 2003).
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Rumex acetosa and its Genus
Basic Biology of The Genus Rumex

The genus Rumex (family Polygonaceae), also known as " The Docks" contain
approximately 170 known species (Löve and Kapoor, 1967), however, this number may
be closer to 200 (Li Anjen et al., 2003). The majority of species are found in the
Mediterranean parts of the world and the Middle East, however, species of Rumex are
distributed across tropical and temperate regions of most countries. Some species are
abundant while others are at the brink of extinction. Rumex rothschildianus, endemic to
Israel, is critically endangered (Rottenberg et al., 2003) while the species Rumex acetosa
is abundant in most northern countries.
The Docks are characterized as coarse herbs and shrubs mainly native to north
temperate regions (Li Anjen et al., 2003). The majority of species in this group are
perennial herbs. Most are polygamous or hermaphroditic and rarely dioecious. Roots are
usually thick (taproots). Some members can reproduce asexually through stolens such as
R. acetocella. Stems are typically erect (not prostrate), rarely branched, typically hollow
and rarely sulcate. Leaves are mostly simple and are, often dimorphic. Margins can be
entire, undulate, ocrea tubular, or membranous. On the stem they can be found basal,
cauline, alternate. Leaves can be short or long-lived. A peduncle is typically seen
extending erect (not prostrate) from the taproot until a joint after which it is articulates to
form the inflorescence. Inflorescences are usually terminal but can be axillary, racemose
or paniculate. The basic Polygonaceae flower type consists of four whorls of organs. The
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majority of species are hermaphrodites, but dioecy has evolved independently in three
separate subgenera of the Genus Rumex; acetosa rumex and acetocella. In the
hermaphroditic Rumex species, the two outer whorls compose tepals of the perianth while
whorls three and four contain 6 stamens and a tripartite ovary respectively. Stigmas
typically are elongated and penicillate. Seeds are held in a hardened three sided fruit
called an Achene that is elliptic or ovate. In fruit development the 6 tepals composing the
perianth become enlarged and harden to form fruit valves. The genus contains about 200
species widely distributed in both cool and temperate zones.

Basic Biology of the species Rumex acetosa

Rumex acetosa (common garden Sorrel) is a perennial dioecious herbaceous
weed, which occurs in a variety of habitats such as mountain slopes, meadows, by
streams. Generally Sorrel prefers open places brightly lit sections of woodland and moist
valleys. Sorrel flourishes in Japan, Kazakhstan, Korea, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Russia,
Europe and North America.
Plants contain a short and relatively thin horizontal or slightly oblique rootstock
(Li Anjen, 2003). Plants are typically shallow rooted and stand ~ 40 cm high. Upon
flowering a slender pedicel extends vertically from the taproot at a height of up to100 cm.
The pedicle is grooved, glabrous, and usually simple. Basal leaves can be ovate,
lanceolate, or sagittate, Size ranges from 3-12 × 2-4 cm. Margins are entire, the apex is
acute. Leaves also contain basal lobes that are acute at apices. Cauline leaves are small
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and the petioles are short or nearly absent. Ocrea are fugacious and appear as a white
membrane. Inflorescence are positioned terminal on the stem and are paniculate, lax, and
colored reddish green. Branches of the inflorescence are slender and possess few
secondary branches. Flowers are unisexual consisting of either male or female. In both
flowers the two outer whorls, sepals and petals are indistinguishable from each other and
are called tepals. The male flower consists of a whorl of stamens and two whorls of
perianth segments. In the male flower, outer tepals are erect and small while inner tepals
are elliptic at approximately 3 mm in length. The female flower consists of three fused
carpels with a single ovule with three styles and a single orthotropous ovule with basal
placentation forming a triangular ovary (Ainsworth et al., 2005). In total, the perianth is
comprised of three whorls (4 if you count the tepals as 2). In female flowers three outer
tepals are elliptic and are reflexed on the fruit (Li Anjen 2003). The three inner tepals are
enlarged and hardened in the fruit forming 3 net veined wings of the achenes ~2 mm in
diameter. In both male and female flowers, the organs in the perianth whorls are very
similar and sepaloid; Seeds are blackish brown, shiny ellipsoid trigonous with entire
margins, and an obtuse apex.
In natural populations of R. acetosa, a dioecious plant which possesses sex
chromosomes (XX/XY1Y2 sex chromosome system), female numerical predominance
has been recorded many times (Correns 1928; Kuk 1963, 1970; Zarzycki & Rychlewski
1972, Rychlewski & Zarzycki 1973, 1975; Korpelainen 2002). Predominance is higher in
blooming plants and lower in seeds, in which the sex ratios approach equality (Zarzycki
& Rychlewski 1972, Rychlewski & Zarzycki 1973, 1975, Korpelainen 2002).
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The ratio of males to females at sexual maturity may be biased due to differences
between the sexes in germination, mortality, vegetative vigor, flowering frequency,
environmental responses, or due to a genetic mechanism distorting the sex ratios
(Korpelainen 2002). Furthermore the bias appears to increase with successive life stages
(Rychlewski & Zarzycki 1973, Korpelainen 2002, Stehlik & Barrett 2005).
In addition to sexual reproduction, R. acetosa is capable of vegetative
reproduction. As a result of vegetative reproduction, each genetic individual, genet, may
be composed of one or several genetically identical shoots, ramets.

Taxonomical Organization Of The Genus Rumex

Laymen had always split the genus into two genera, the dioecious and
polygamous Sorrels into one group and the hermaphrodites into another (Löve and
Kapoor, 1967). Rechinger disclosed a wealth of cytological information that supports
this initial grouping (Rechinger, 1937). The genus was later divided into four subgenera
by Löve and Kapoor (1967) based upon cytological studies, leaf and valve morphologies,
sex chromosomes and sex determination systems.
A range of sex conditions, chromosome constitutions, and ploidy levels is found
within the genus. In the sub-genus Acetosella and Acetosa, most of the species are
dioecious, but the sub-genus Rumex contains only hermaphroditic species. The sub-genus
Acetosa consists of 43 known species (Smith, 1969) and is diverse with respect to sexual
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conditions. For this reason it is of particular interest in the investigations of the evolution
of dioecy, the mechanism of sex determination, and chromosome evolution.
Recently these taxonomical delineations have been revisited by Navajas-Pérez et
al. (2005). In this study, nuclear intergenic transcribed spacers and chloroplast intergenic
sequences of 31 species of the genus Rumex were compared generating a phylogeny
cladogram. These new studies support only two subgenera one consisting of the
dioecious species (with the exception of R. bucephalophorus) and the other of the
hermaphrodites as laymen had always done. Obviously the genus Rumex needs much
more work in order to accurately assign all members of the group to their proper clades.
The genus Rumex contains an assortment of chromosomal sex determination
systems and sex conditions. We find both active Y chromosome and X:A sex
determination mechanisms. Species range from being dioecious, gynodioecious,
monoecious, and polygamous to hermaphroditic. For simplicity of discussion let us rely
upon the old taxonomy of Löve and Kooper (1967) (Table 1.3). The subgenus Acetosa
contains 6 sections: Acetosa, Americanae, Scutatti, Hastati, Vesicarii, and Afroacetosa.
Within the subgenus Acetosa, all 5 members of the section Acetosa possess an
XX/XY1Y2 sex chromosome system plus a sex-determination mechanism based on X:
autosome ratio (Löve, 1957; Smith, 1969; Degraeve, 1976; Wilby and Parker, 1988;
Ainsworth et al., 1998). Interestingly, within the section Americanae of this subgenus
there are two species displaying the two different sex determination mechanisms. Rumex
paucifolius, possesses XX/XY sex chromosomes while the species Rumex hastatulus has
two chromosomal races. The ‘‘Texas race’’ possesses XX/XY chromosomes and
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utilizes an active Y sex determination system. The “North Carolina” race on the other
hand possesses XX/XY1Y2 chromosomes similar to Rumex acetosa and utilizes an X:
autosome sex determination mechanism. Sections Scutati, and Vesicarii, are composed
of hermaphroditic and polygamous species. Scutati has a dioecious species, Rumex
suffruticosus, for which no chromosomal data is available (López González, 1990). The
sections Hastati and Afroacetosa are composed of polygamous and gynodioecious
species as well as a dioecious one, Rumex sagittatus, which lacks differentiated sex
chromosomes (Degraeve, 1976). Subgenus, Platypodium, contains one species, Rumex
bucephalophorus (and several subspecies), which is hermaphroditic. The largest
subgenus Rumex is composed of hermaphroditic species, however, one Hawaiian species
has been found, Rumex giganteus that has evolved towards monoecy (Wagner et al.,
1999). This classification would indicate that within the genus, dioecy has appeared
several times throughout history from hermaphroditic ancestors suggesting that sex
systems change freely from one state to another (Navajas-Pérez et al., 2005). The new
data suggests that the common ancestor of the entire genus was hermaphroditic but that
the dioecious species have all originated from one ancestor and the hermaphroditic
species from another. Furthermore the new studies indicate that dioecy in this genus has
developed through a gynodioecious intermediary stage (Navajas-Pérez et al., 2005).
In addition to this, one can easily see that there is a propensity for the
hermaphrodites of the species to possess a chromosome number of X=10 while the
dioecious and polygamous species have a propensity toward less. It would appear that
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the basal chromosome number in Rumex is 10 and upon the acquisition of polygamous
and dioecious natures chromosomal fusions took place.
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Table 1.3: Some species of the genus Rumex representing all subgenera. NOTE. —Species: NCR, North
Carolina Race; TXR, Texas Race; H, hermaphrodite P, polygamous; G, gynodioecious; M, monoecious;
D, dioecious (Navajas-Pérez et al., 2005).
Subgenus
Acetosa

Section

Chromosome
System

acetosa
papillaris
tuberosus
intermedius
thyrsoides

D
D
D
D
D

(XX/XY1Y2)
(XX/XY1Y2)
(XX/XY1Y2)
(XX/XY1Y2)
(XX/XY1Y2)

Americanae

hastatulus (NCR)
hastatulus (TXR)
paucifolius
scutatus
induratus
roseus
suffruticosus
hastatus
maderensis
lunaria

D
D
D
H/P
H/P
H/P
D
P/G
P/G
P/G

(XX/XY1Y2)
(XX/XY)
(XX/XY)

vesicarius
cyprius
abyssinicus
sagittatus

H/P
H/P
P
D

acetosella
graminifolius
patientia
pulcher
conglomeratus
crispus
cristatus
obtusifolius
sanguineus
aquitanicus
japonicus
giganteus
bucephalophorus

D
D
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
M
H

Hastati

Vesicarii
Afroacetosa

Acetosella

Platypodium

Sex
System

Acetosa

Scutati

Rumex

Species

Rumex axillares
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(XX/XY)

Basic
Chromosome
Number
7
7
7
7
7
4
5
7
10
10
10
8
9
10
9
9
9
9
9

(XX/XY)
(XX/XY)

7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8

Figure 1.6: Cladogram displaying new phylogeny of Rumex clades. The first 12 species
represent group 1 containing the strictly dioecious members of the genus (R.
bucephalophorus is an exception to the group). The remaining fall into group 2
containing hermaphrodites and polygamous members (Dioecious R. sagittatus is the
exception to this group) (Navajas-Perez, 2005).
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Rumex acetosa Karyotype

Rumex acetosa has a Drosophila-type sex determination system that is controlled
by X: autosome ratio (Ono, 1935). The genus Rumex contains about ten species
characterized by the same X: autosome dosage system. Females are XX while males are
XY1Y2 (Kihara and Ono, 1923). R. acetosa has the female chromosome constitution of
2n = 2x = 12+XX while males are 2n = 2x = 12+XY1Y2. Karyotype studies have shown
that all the autosomes are acrocentric and are similar with respect to their size to arm
ratios with the exception of chromosome 6 that is much smaller. It is easy to identify the
X chromosome being that it is the largest at approximately 50% longer than chromosome
1. The Y chromosomes are the second largest of the set. Y1 is about 83% the length of
the X chromosome at metaphase and Y2 is 74% (Wilby and Parker, 1988) (Figure 1.7).
The Y chromosomes of R. acetosa comprise approximately 17% of total genomic
material (Clark et al., 1993) The Y chromosomes display different banding patterns
(using a variety of dyes) revealing different chromosome structures. Rumex acetosa Y
chromosomes have been shown to contain several types of repeat sequences. The best
characterized is the Rumex acetosa Y specific (RAYSI) (Shibata et al., 1999) that was
found by selecting brightly DAPI stained Y chromosomes through microdissection from
metaphase chromosome spreads followed by degenerate oligo-priming (DOP) PCR.
Other unpublished work shows that the Y chromosomes of R. acetosa are rich in a
specific simple sequence repeat AAC (Karwur, 2001). In this study FISH experiments
using the same probe also revealed X chromosomal enrichment. An interesting
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phenomenon of the Y chromosomes is that the centromeres are dynamically positioned.
Centromeres can be seen anywhere within the central 40% of chromosomes (Wilby and
parker, 1986) indicating variable ways that condensation can occur.

Figure 1.7: Karyotype of male and female Rumex acetosa (Ainsworth et al., 2005).
The two Y chromosomes are apparently required for the successful progress of
meiosis in pollen mother cells but are not involved in sex determination (Parker and Clark,
1991). It has been hypothesized that the Y chromosomes are required at premeiotic
interphase for the regulation of entry into, and progression through, male meiosis. Active
genes on the Y chromosomes appear to be expressed only during pre-meiotic interphase in
pollen mother cells (Ainsworth et al 2004).
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CHAPTER TWO
SEQUENCE EXPANSION IN THE FORMATION
OF THE R. ACETOSA Y CHROMOSOMES
ABSTRACT

Sex-conferring chromosomes are subject to rapid change throughout evolution. Ychromosomes (male determining) are subject to extensive chromatin remodeling and
display a higher rate of mutation accumulation than the autosomes because
recombination with the X chromosome is often inhibited. Studies of these nonrecombining regions of Y chromosomes across a broad range of taxa indicate that these
chromosomes act as a sink for tandemly repeated sequences and transposable elements.
Plant Y chromosomes seem to be expanding while animal Y chromosomes appear to be
in a state of diminution. These opposite growth patterns may be characteristic of young
and old Y chromosomes at different evolutionary stages. Plant Y chromosomes are
known to be younger than those of animal systems and often possess more DNA content
than their X counterparts as is the case in R. acetosa. Thus R. acetosa is a model for the
study of the rapidly expanding regions in plant Y-chromosomes and early evolutionary
events of Y chromosome divergence.
It is known that these expanded Y chromosomal regions contain tandem arrays of
a satellite sequence named RAYSI (Rumex acetosa Y specific). Our goal was to isolate
RAYSI rich Y chromosomal and X chromosomal transcript rich DNA regions (BACs)
and compare their sequence arrangement and constitution. This information could yield
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insights into the possible mechanisms causing these expansions. Toward this goal X and
Y chromosome derived BACs were obtained via screening with X and Y enriched probes
revealing a Y chromosomal sequence landscape primarily composed of large tandem
repeats of the RAYSI sequence and enrichment of Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon like
sequences. In contrast X-derived BACs were depleted in these sequences but rich in the
Ty1-copia retrotransposon. These hybridization results, in conjunction with partial BAC
sequence information, suggest that Ty3-gypsy and RAYSI are functionally linked in the
formation of Y specific expansions. RAYSI may be the “Long Terminal Repeats”
(LTRs) of the Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon in R. acetosa. The phenomenon of alternate
retrotransposon accumulation seen between analyzed X and Y regions may indicate a
function of retrotransposition in the inhibition of crossing-over. These findings extend
the current model of sex chromosome evolution to include specific sequence expansions
prior to diminution as the factor causing divergent morphologies between X and Y
chromosomes.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of sex chromosome evolution plays a central role in the understanding
of evolution itself, being that chromosomal recombination through sexual reproduction
enhances the speed of evolution (Fisher 1958). Almost all sexually reproducing animal
species possess heteromorphic sex chromosomes (Gorelick, 2005). The Y chromosomes
of animal systems are often reduced in DNA content as compared to that of their X
counterparts (Stevens, 1905; Wilson, 1906). This phenomenon is portrayed in wellstudied systems such as human and Drosophila. The current most accepted hypothesis
concerning the evolution of heteromorphic sex chromosomes is that they evolved from a
set of homologous autosomes in which one possesses the sex determining allele or
alleles. The Y chromosome may contain the sex-determining locus as is characteristic in
mammals or may not as exemplified by the insect D. Miranda. A common trait between
both systems is that Y chromosomes tend to accumulate male beneficial genes (Roldan et
al, 1999). The current hypothesis states that Y chromosomes diminish in content over
generations. Mutations accumulate in regions lacking recombination with the X
chromosome (Muller’s Ratchet; Muller, 1918) thus rendering them mostly inactive.
When Y chromosomal regions are no longer under the influence of selection they are
prone to deletions.
A contrasting condition is observed in animal and plant Y chromosomes.
Y chromosomes in animals generally contain less DNA content then the X chromosome
and are smaller (Stevens, 1905, Wilson, 1906). In heterogametic plant species, however,
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Y chromosomes often contain much greater DNA content and are larger than their X
counterparts as seen in Silene latifolia and Rumex acetosa due to the vast accumulation of
DNA repeat sequences and retroelements, (Lengerova et al, 2003; Shibata et al., 1999
and 2000; Ainsworth et al., 2000) however, structural composition and the mechanisms
for this expansion are currently under-characterized. It has been shown that the Y
chromosomes of plants and animals (Steinemann et al., 1991, 1993, 1997) are rich in
retrotransposon sequences especially that of the Ty3-gypsy class (Steinman and
Steinman, 2005). Several hundred copies of non-LTR retrotransposons are accumulated
at the termini of the long arm of the Cannabis sativa Y chromosome (Sakamoto et al.,
2000). Transposons are abundant on the Y chromosomes of human (Erlandsson et al.,
2000), Anapholis gambia (Rohr et al., 2002), the W chromosome of Bombyx mandarina
(Abe et al., 2002), and the Y chromosome of Silene latifolia (Pritham et al., 2003). The
occurrence of transposon enrichment of the Y chromosome from plants, mammals, and
insects would indicate that this is a ubiquitous phenomenon.
There are two classes of transposable elements TEs. Class I, comprises the LTR
retrotransposons Ty3-gypsy-like and Ty1-copia-like as well as the non-LTR
retrotransposons such as LINEs and SINEs. Ty3-gypsy-like and Ty1-copia-like
retrotransposons are also known as the Metaviridae and Pseudoviridae groups of
retrotransposons, respectively (Boeke, 2000a; 2000b). Class II comprises the DNA
transposons such as Mutator (maize). Some characterized Ty3-gypsy-like transposons
are Athila (A. thaliana), Athila-1-1 (A. thaliana), Cereba (Barley), Cinful-1 (Maize),
Cyclops-2 (Pea), Grande-1 (Maize), IFG (Pinus radiata), RIRE3 (Rice), Zeon-1 (Maize).
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Some characterized Ty1-copia like retrotransposons are BARE-1 (Barley), Bs1 (Maize),
Opie-1 (Maize) PREM-2 (Maize), SIRE-1 Soybean, Tnt1 (Tobacco) Tro1 (Tobacco),
ToS17 (Rice) (Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999).
As reviewed by Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999, Class I TEs are found in much
greater abundance in plant and animal genomes than Class II TEs due to the different
method of transposition. The basic structure of an LTR retrotransposon (figure 1.4) can
be thought of as an internal group of genes that are essential to the replication process
(encoding both structural and enzymatic proteins) flanked by direct sequence repeats
(LTRs). The LTRs are composed of three basic sequences, U3 (unique 3’ DNA), R
(repeat RNA), U5 (unique 5’ DNA). The U3 segment contains a promoter for
transcription of the retrotransposon and is therefore not found at the 5’ end of the mRNA,
however, a copy of the U3 segment is still found at the 3’ LTR that is transcribed. The 5’
R segment serves as a primer for the synthesis of the cDNA minus strand. U5 has no
known function. The internal genes include gag, pol, and env. The gag gene encodes
structural proteins that form the “virus-like particle” (VLP). This is an enclosed envelope
that provides an environment for reverse transcription to take place. The pol gene
encodes a polyprotein possessing several enzymatic functions such as protease, reverse
transcriptase (RT), and integrase. The protease cleaves the poly protein thus separating
RT and Integrase. RT transcribes the retrotransposon mRNA into a cDNA double
stranded copy (through a series of events). Integrase incorporates the double stranded
cDNA into the host genome.
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It has been shown many times that LTR retrotransposons exhibit preference as to
the locus of insertion in a genome. In rice centromeric regions Ty3-gypsy has been
shown to preferentially insert into regions of tandem duplicated sequences. These
tandem duplicated sequences are composed of some part of the Ty3-gypsy
retrotransposon. The basic structure of Ty1 copia and Ty3-gypsy retrotransposons are
outlined in figure 1.4.
The relatively recently evolved X and Y containing dioecious plant species
provide an opportunity to investigate the early events shaping the evolution of sex
chromosomes and general genome/chromosome dynamics. Rumex acetosa (Sorrel) is a
dioecious perennial dicot of the family Polygonaceae. The sex chromosomes of R.
acetosa evolved approximately 15-16 MYA (Navajas-Pérez et al., 2005) and comprise
approximately 17% of total genomic material (Clark et al., 1993). Males possess fifteen
chromosomes and females fourteen. The X is the largest chromosome, however, the two
Y-chromosomes combined are approximately 1/3 larger than the X (Clark et al., 1993).
Sex determination in R. acetosa is independent of the presence or absence of Y
chromosomes and is simply controlled by whether the X: autosome ratio is 1.0 or more
(resulting in females) or is 0.5 or less (resulting in males). The two Y-chromosomes,
however, are required for the successful progress of meiosis in pollen mother cells
(Parker and Clark, 1991). Plants carrying Y-chromosome deletions produce sterile
pollen since meiotic pairing is arrested at mid-zygotene (Yamamoto, 1934). During male
meiosis the X and two Ys form a trivalent by pairing at the pseudoautosomal regions
located at each end of the X and one end of each Y. The Y chromosomes are
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characterized by large heterochromatic tracts (Yonezawa et al., 1978). Recently it has
been shown that these regions contain tandem repeats of a sequence named RAYSI
(Rumex acetosa Y specific) (Shibata et al., 1999)
The RAYSI sequences exist in large tandem arrays of nearly identical isoforms of
a single subunit with the approximate length of 935 bp. In-situ hybridization results for
these sequences verify their Y chromosome specific amplification (Shibata et al., 1999).
This striking enrichment of specific repetitive sequences on the Sorrel Y chromosomes
suggests that chromosome specialization is accompanied by the amplification of specific
repetitive sequence elements that may exist in other chromosomal locations in the
genome but in a significantly different structural organization.
To shed light on the mechanisms causing these changes in Y chromosomal DNA
sequence organization and structure, we sequence characterized two different RAYSI
rich Y chromosomal and two different X chromosomal transcript rich regions. A
comparative study of sequence composition and order with respect to sequence
homologies provides a glimpse of two very different genomic landscapes and events that
formed them.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
RAYSI sequences

The RAYSI sequence (Shibata et al., 1999) was PCR amplified from male
genomic DNA of a single male plant (gift of C. Ainsworth) using the RAYSI-forward
primer 5'-ACTCGAATGTAAGCATTTGGTCCTA-3', and RAYSI-reverse primer 5’ACTACACGATTGTCCATAAAGTGGA-3 (Korpelainen et al., 2002) and visualized on
a 0.8% agarose gel.

RAYSI PCR products were cloned into pGEM®-T easy vector

(Promega) as described by the cloning manual, and transformed into JM109 RbCl2
chemi-competent E. coli cells and plated on ampicillin agar LB plates according to
Sambrook et al. (1989). Products were sequenced using the ABI Big Dye Kit version 3.1
as described by the product manual and running products on either 377 or 3700 DNA
Analyzers (Applied Biosystems).

RAXc4 cDNA

RAXc4 was obtained from a Rumex acetosa X chromosome enriched cDNA
library constructed using preparative in situ hybridization (Prep-ISH; Hozier et al, 1994),
to generate approximately one hundred cDNA clones from hybrid selected RNA using
micro-dissected R. acetosa X chromosomes (C. Ainsworth unpublished results, Table
B3).
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PCR of cDNA and BAC clones

One microliter of cDNA clone culture was used to inoculate 15µl of LB
ampicillin or chloramphenicol in 0.2 mL strip tubes and incubated at 37° C under
constant shaking at 300 rpm for 3.5 hours. One microliter of this culture was used as a
template for a 25µl PCR reaction containing: 2.5mM MgCl2, 0.2mM dNTPs, and 0.4mM
primers in the presence of 1x Fisher PCR Buffer B and 0.25 U Taq polymerase (Fisher
Scientific Co., Pittsburgh, PA). Thermocycler conditions were as follows: 1) 94° C 2
min, 2) 94° C 1 min, 3) 55° C 2 min, 4) 72° C 2 min, repeat steps two through four 29
times then, 5) 72° C 2 min, 6) hold at 8° C. PCR products were resolved on a 0.8%
agarose gel.

Probe Preparation

For PCR derived probes, the RAYSI sequence was PCR amplified from male
genomic DNA (see above). The RAXc4 sequence was PCR amplified from the freezing
stock (see above) with T3 and T7 primers. Both PCR products were gel purified on 0.8%
agarose followed by electro-elution (Sambrook et al., 1989).
For probe preparation from cloned DNAs, total plasmid DNA of BACs 20D23,
29F17, 105C13, 337O5 and the 20 Kb fragment from 29F17 were sonicated to a fragment
size range of 100-4000 bp. Sonicated fragments and gel purified PCR products were
double labeled with α-p32 dCTP and dATP and purified on Sephadex G50 columns using
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standard procedures (Sambrook et al., 1989). For vector depleted BAC probes, 1μg of
BAC DNA was completely digested with 10 units of NotI restriction enzyme in a 500 µL
reaction for one hour. Total reactions were loaded in a large preparatory well of a 0.8%
agarose gel and run at 6V/cm for 45 minutes. The vector band was removed from the gel
along with marker bands. The remaining gel fragments containing BAC insert DNA
were electro-eluted using standard procedures (Sambrook et al., 1989). The recovered
DNA solution was isopropanol precipitated and resuspended in 500 µL of NotI restriction
enzyme buffer. The enzyme digestion and agarose isolation of vector fragment was
repeated as previously described to further remove vector DNA contamination.

Contig Asembly

RAYSI and RAXc4 sequence containing BACS were fingerprinted on 0.8%
agarose gel with HindIII restriction enzyme as follows: BAC DNA was Maxi-prepped
according to standard protocols for plasmid preparations (Sambrook et al., 1989). BAC
DNA (2 µg) was completely digested with HindIII restriction enzyme overnight in a 500
µL reaction containing 0.1 mg BSA and 50 units enzyme in the presence of 1x buffer at
37° C overnight, isopropanol precipitated, and re-suspended in 25 mL of Nanopure water.
Twenty microliters of each were loaded on a 0.8% agarose gel and run for 18 hours at
1V/cm at room temperature. DNA was transferred in neutral conditions to Hybond™-N+
membranes following the protocols in the membrane manual (Amersham Biosciences).
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BAC digestion patterns were arranged into contiguous sequences by inspection. RAYSI
containing BACs were additionally fingerprinted on 6% sequencing acrylamide gel
according to Tao et al., (2001) in order to increase resolution of repetitive DNA
containing clones.

Hybridization Filter Preparation

To make filters for probe male specificity analysis, both genomic and BAC target
DNAs were blotted on membranes. Nuclear DNA was extracted from 6 males and 6
females (all unrelated individuals collected from a wild local population from southern
England, by C. Ainsworth). BACs were grown in 100 mL cultures of Terrific Broth and
maxi-prepped to obtain BAC DNA according to Sambrook et al. (1989). Plant DNA (25
µg) and BAC DNA (2.5 µg) samples were digested with HindIII restriction enzymes
overnight in separate 500 µL reactions containing 0.1 mg BSA and 50 units of enzyme in
the presence of 1x buffer (Promega) at 37° C. Digestions were isopropanol precipitated,
re-suspended in 30 µL of Nanopure water and run on a 24.5cm x 21cm 0.8% agarose gel
for 18 hours at 1V/cm according to the order depicted in the figures below. The gel was
blotted using neutral transfer conditions onto Hybond™-N+ nylon membranes as
described by the supplier (Amersham Biosciences).
The 20 Kb fragment of BAC 29F17 (described in results) was digested again with
one of three enzymes, HindIII EcoRI or Sau3AI using standard conditions. Digested
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DNA was separated on a 0.8% agarose gel and blotted using neutral conditions as
previously described. Colony lift filters were made using standard procedures (Sambrook
et al., 1989).

BAC Subclone Libraries

Total BAC DNA was partially digested with Sau3aI restriction enzyme in the
following dilution series: BAC DNA (200ng) was digested with 0.1U, 0.3U, 0.5U, 0.7U,
and 1U of enzyme in separate 20 µL reactions at 37° C for 20 minutes. Five microliters
of 0.5M EDTA pH-8 was added to each sample to inhibit further enzymatic activity.
Digests were run on a 0.8% agarose gel at 7V/cm for 50 minutes and stained in ethidium
bromide. The enzyme concentration yielding the maximum amount of fragments between
the size ranges of 800-1600 bp was determined by inspection. The ideal proportion of
enzyme units to reaction volume was up-scaled for the preparative reaction. Sau3aI
restriction fragments were ligated into BamHI pBluescript SK II - (Stratagene) and
transformed into JM109 cells using heat shock (Sambrook et al., 1989). Colonies were
picked and placed into 96 well culture plates.
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Sequencing and Annotation

Subclone libraries were screened for BAC insert DNA by hybridization of vector
depleted BAC DNA as a probe onto colony lift filters of BAC subclone libraries using
standard techniques (Sambrook et al., 1989) including 5 µg of sonicated unlabeled
pBluescript vector as a block. Clones displaying signal were sequenced, vector arms were
removed and sequence ends were trimmed using the Codon Code Aligner software
(Codon Code Corporation, Dedham, MA, USA). NCBI BLASTN, BLASTX and
TBLASTX were used to find database sequence similarities (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)
(Table 2.1). E. coli genomic DNA sequences were removed from the local database.
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RESULTS

In order to elucidate some of the early events that have shaped the dimorphism of
the X and Y chromosomes in this species the following strategy was employed: Probable
Y derived BACs were isolated using a Y chromosome enriched probe and putative X
derived BACs were isolated using probes made from an X chromosome enriched cDNA
library. BACs were tested for male chromosomal origin on male and female southern
hybridizations. Two regions most likely originating from the X and Y chromosomes were
partially sequenced and annotated.

Y sequence Probes

For a male chromosomal probe the RAYSI sequences were obtained (Shibata et al
1999) by PCR of male genomic DNA. In our amplifications, the PCR product derived
from the use of the published RAYSI primers (Korpelainen et al., 2002) displayed a male
specific ladder like pattern (Figure 2.1). The RAYSI products were cloned into pGEM®T easy vector (Promega). To verify that the cloned PCR product contains the RAYSI
subunit, individual clones were sequenced and then compared to the NCBI database
using the BLAST search function.
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Band sizes displaying
approximately 315 bp
increments

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 2.1: Agarose gel of RAYSI PCR products using male and female genomic DNA at
two high and low annealing temperatures using primers and conditions outlined by
Korpelainen et al., (2002). Lane 1) RAYSI PCR displays a 603 bp and 930 bp fragments
and ladder pattern using male genomic DNA template at a primer annealing temperature
of 43.3°C. Lane 2) RAYSI PCR using female template displaying 603 bp and 930 bp
bands as in male but the remaining bands display a different pattern. Lane 3) RAYSI
PCR product using male genomic DNA as a template at an annealing temperature of
60°C showing 930 bp and higher MW ladder bands. 4) RAYSI PCR product using
female genomic DNA as a template at a primer annealing temperature of 60°C displaying
930 bp fragment.
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Obtaining Y- derived BACs

In order to obtain BACs of putative Y chromosomal origin the RAYSI PCR
product was labeled and used as a probe onto high-density colony lift filters of the Rumex
acetosa BAC library. Twelve BAC clones displaying the strongest signals were selected
for characterization. PCR was performed on these BAC clones using RAYSI primers and
the clones 20D23, 29F17, 29J05, 77L24, and 82P22 all displaying RAYSI products were
chosen for further characterization.

Fingerprinting and Southern hybridization of BACs

To determine the number of genomic regions represented by these probable Y
BAC clones, 5 RAYSI positive BAC clones were fingerprinted using agarose gel
electrophoresis. RAYSI containing BACs were additionally fingerprinted on acrylamide
in order to enhance fragment resolution (Tao et al., 2001) revealing 3 separate RAYSI
containing regions (Figure 2.2). Three of the clones (29F17, 77L24, 82P22) appeared to
overlap due to the significant number (> 30% of average number of bands/clone) of
shared fragments (Soderlund, 1997). Clone 29F17 appeared to span the majority of the
contig distance and was selected as a representative of the genomic region. The
remaining two BACs (20D23 and 29J05) displayed unique restriction digestion patterns
representing 2 of the three genomic regions represented.
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To verify that selected BACs represent two different genomic regions they were
fingerprinted and the gels were blotted and hybridized with the RAYSI probe displaying
the RAYSI digestion pattern for each BAC (Figure 2.3). Southern hybridization results
displayed a 20 Kb band in all 5 BAC lanes with an additional ladder pattern in BAC
20D23 lane (Figure 2.3). This 20 Kb band is indicative of a large repetitive arrays that
are not digested with the enzyme used for fingerprinting and therefore this pool of
fragments was analyzed in this study. BACs 20D23 and 29F17 were chosen for further
analysis since they appeared to represent two unrelated RAYSI rich regions of the Y
chromosomes; BAC 20D23 for its unique Southern pattern and 29F17 as a representative
of a contig containing BACs 77L24 and 82P22.
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Figure 2.2: Acrylamide fingerprint of 5
BACs that were selected through
hybridization of the RAYSI probe onto
high-density colony lift BAC library filters.
(Lane 1) Fingerprinting Marker (Tao et al.
2001). Lanes 2-5 display the digestion
fingerprints for BACs 82P22, 29F17,
77L24, 29JO5 and 20D23 respectively.
Arrows indicate overlapping fragments.
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A)

B)

20 Kb
band
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 2.3: Fingerprint and southern hybridization of digested RAYSI containing BAC
clones selected from the R. acetosa library. A) Agarose gel electrophoresis fingerprint of
BACs 20D23 29F17, 29JO5, 77L24, and 82P22 105C13 (X1), 186P10 (SCB), and 33705
(X2) seen in lanes 2-6 from left to right respectively. B) Southern hybridization of a
blotted duplicate BAC fingerprinting gel using RAYSI PCR product as a probe. Lane
one (BAC 20d23) reveals RAYSI containing a ladder like pattern including a 20 Kb band
(arrow). Lanes 2-6) 20 Kb band seen in each lane.
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Obtaining X-derived BACs

In order to obtain putative X-derived BACs a pool of 8 cDNA clones were
selected randomly from the X-enriched R. acetosa cDNA collection (Appendix B).
Clone inserts of cDNAs RAXc1, RAXc2, RAXc3, RAXc4, RAXc5, RAXc6, RAXc7,
and RAXc8 (see appendix B for further details) were PCR amplified and labeled with αp32 dCTP and the pool of 8 probes was hybridized onto high-density colony lift filters of
the R. acetosa BAC library. BACs displaying the strongest signals were selected for
fingerprinting. Ninety-six BACs were fingerprinted and the gel was blotted as previously
described. The RAXc4 probe was used for the following analysis as it yielded strong
hybridization signals in the BAC screening. The RAXc4 probe was hybridized onto the
BAC fingerprinting filters. Based upon the fact that hybridization patterns were of
different sizes and that BACs were digested with HindIII enzyme (the enzyme used to
make the library) at least 2 different genomic regions were revealed (Figure 2.4). BACs
were screened via PCR using primers specific for the X enriched cDNAs our thought
being that a BAC containing multiple transcripts of an X enriched library is most
probably derived from the X chromosome. 105C13 and 33705 were selected as
representatives of two probable unrelated X-chromosomal regions.
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A)

B)

Figure 2.4: Southern Hybridization of BACs selected from the R. acetosa library using
RAXc4 as a probe. BACs were fingerprinted with HindIII restriction enzyme (also used
to make the library). The fingerprinting gel was blotted and hybridized with the RAXc4
probe revealing at least 3 different genomic regions that contain the cDNA, revealed by
contigs A and B. Contigs A and B contain BACs 105C13 and 33705 respectively.
Probable X derived BACs 105C13 and 337O5 were used for the comparative
partial sequencing analyses, and, a third probable sex chromosome derived BAC 186P10
was selected using a different strategy. A satDNA sequence (AAC)n is shown to be rich
on the sex chromosomes of Rumex acetosa (figures B1.4 – B1.5). This probe was
hybridized to the BAC library and clones displaying the strongest signals were addressed
(Table B4). BAC 186P10 was selected as a probable sex chromosome derived BAC for
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further experiments. When BAC DNA is used as a probe on Southern blot analysis of
digest male and female genomic DNA it displays stoichiometrically equivalent banding.
this probable sex chromosome derived derived BAC is used for further analyses in
chapter 3 and is termed sex chromosomal BAC (SCB).

Testing DNA Probes for Y Chromosomal Origin

In this analysis several probes were screened for male specificity by hybridization
onto Southern blots containing digested male and female genomic DNA. Using this
method whole inserts of probable X and Y BACs could be tested for Y chromosomal
origin. Included in this analysis were also three probes that appear to be enriched on
(RAYSI, Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon) or exclusive to (20 Kb fragment) the Y
chromosome (Table 2.1).
The following probes were used on Southern blotted membranes containing male
and female genomic DNA; whole BAC inserts from 20D23, 29F17 (Y), 105C13 (putative
X derived), 337O5 (putative X derived), 186P10 (probable sex chromosome derived), 20
Kb gel purified fragment of 29F17, the RAYSI PCR product, and a subclone of BAC
20D23 spanning part of the Integrase region of the Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon. The two Y
BACs as probes were expected to produce male specific signals. Probes 20D23 and
29F17 displayed male specific smearing and ladder pattern however; the latter reveals
bands common to both sexes (Figure 2.7C). The two X-derived BACs were expected to
produce only signals in common between male and female thus indicating that it is
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derived from the X or autosomes. When used as probes on genomic Southern
hybridizations, they revealed no obvious differences between male and female DNAs
(Figure 2.6E and 2.8).
When BAC 186P10 insert DNA was used as a probe on male and female genomic
hybridization southerns, no obvious difference in banding or intensity could be seen
(Figure B1.4). When the RAYSI probe is used in Southern anlaysis where this BAC is
the template DNA, no visible bands are seen (Figure 2.3). Likewise, the Ty3-gypsy
integrase and 20 Kbs probes when used for southern analysis on BAC 186P10 target
DNA produced no visible bands. This indicates that this BAC is not rich in RAYSI or
Ty3-gypsy sequences. When putative X derived BAC DNA is used as probes against
BAC 186P10 target DNA hybridization signals are seen indicating that BACs 105C13,
33705 and 186P10 share some DNA in common. Interestingly when BAC 186P10 insert
DNA is used as a template for PCR, a ladder pattern typical of male is seen (Figure 3.12,
see chapter 3). This BAC (previously described the 20 Kb fragment is thought to contain
RAYSI as a tandem repeat fragment. Hybridization of this as a probe onto male and
female genomic DNA transfers would reveal if the fragment is a complete tandem unit of
RAYSI or intertwined with sequences not Y-specific. The 20 Kb fragment probe
revealed bands common to both sexes as well as the previously observed male specific
pattern (Shibata et al., 1999) (Figures 2.6 C). The RAYSI probe revealed the previously
characterized male specific pattern (Shibata et al, 1999) (Figure 2.5). To see if the 20 Kb
RAYSI tandem repeat containing fragment also contained Ty3-gypsy retroelement like
sequences in close proximity (within 200 – 20,000 bp) we used a probe spanning the
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integrase region of the Ty3 gypsy retroelement on a duplicate blot (identical blot to that
used for RAYSI probe Southern hybridization). All three probes (RAYSI, 20 Kb
fragment and Ty3 gypsy Integrase probes) hybridized to some of the same DNA fragment
bands on identical Southern blots. This result shows that RAYSI and the Ty3-gypsy
retrotransposon co-hybridize to fragments of similar size in the genome suggesting that
they may be physically linked in close proximity. When the 20D23 sub-clone spanning
the Integrase region of the Ty3-gypsy retroelement was used as a probe, hybridization
patterns displayed no obvious enrichment in males verses females (Figure 2.9E),
however, when used as a probe on Y and probable X derived BAC southern filters
banding was only observed in Y-derived BACs (Figure 2.9F). This BAC (186P10) was
selected with an (AAC)7 probe, that is shown to enriched on the sex chromosomes.
While the chromosomal origin of this BAC is unknown results suggest that it derived
from the either the X or Y chromosomes. For this reason we call this BAC probable sex
chromosome derived (BSC – BAC sex chromosome derived).
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Table 2.1: List of sequence types found through partial sequencing of Y and X-derived
BACs from R. acetosa. Percentages (of total bases annotated from X and Y BACs)
represent the fraction of BAC DNA composed of each sequence type. Empty spaces
indicate that this sequence type was not found in that BAC.
Class I LTR retrotransposons

20D23

29F17

105C13

337O5

Ty3-gypsy LTR retrotransposon
Ty1-copia LTR retrotransposon

28.73%
1.76%

20.54%

0.84%
16.97%

2.00%
10.30%

Unidentified non-LTR
Retrotransposons

2.65%

16%

8.11%

4.76%
61.42%

8.01%
69.18%

Class II DNA transposons
Athina DNA transposon
AC DNA transposon

0.83%
1.52%

RAYSI
Repetitive sequences
Unknown sequences

12.37%
10.11%
39.76%

Putative Genes

2.27%

Total sequenced bases from each
BAC

50.10%
6.48%
22.80%

2.41%

102,279 bp 58,312 bp 54,086 bp 56,047 bp
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Table 2.2: Table of hybridization experiments depicting the probes (Vertical) and target
DNAs (Horizontal) used in this experiment. Results are depicted for each experiment.
“X” indicates a negative result while an empty cell indicates missing data.
Probes

RAYSI PCR

M‐
Genomic
DNA

20 Kb
band and
smear

F‐
Genomic
DNA

X

BAC
20D23

20 Kb
band and
ladder

BAC
insert
20D23
20 Kb
band
and
smear

BAC
insert
29F17
20 Kb
band
and
smear

X

X

Ty3‐gypsy
integrase
~2.7 and
3.2 Kb
bands
~2.7 and
3.2 Kb
bands
BAC
specific
patter

BAC
29J06

20 Kb
and <
3.5 kb
bands
20 Kb
band and
ladder

BAC
77L24

20 Kb
band and
ladder

BAC
specific
pattern

BAC
82P22

20 Kb
band and
ladder

BAC
specific
pattern

20 Kb
fragment

Three
expected
bands

BAC
29F17

~2.5 Kb
band

20 Kb
RAYSI
tandem
20 Kb
band
and
smear
X
20 Kb
band
and
ladder
20 Kb
and <
3.5 kb
bands

BAC insert
105C13

BAC insert
33705

various
bands

various
bands

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
20 Kb
and <
3.5 kb
bands
20 Kb
and <
3.5 kb
bands

Two
bands

X

Various
bands

X

Specific
banding

BAC
186P10

X

X

X

~ 6 Kb
band

BAC
105C13

X

X

X

Self

BAC
337O5

X

X

X

Extensive
Banding
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F
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C)
F

M

F

Figure 2.5: RAYSI probe hybridized onto Southern blot of HindIII enzyme digested
male and female R. acetosa genomic DNA A) Agarose gel of HindIII digested genomic
DNA loaded in the following order from left to right: lanes 2-5 are from 4 individual
male plants (males 2,7,11, and 12 respectively), lane 5 contains genomic DNA from
hermaphrodite 16A possessing a male karyotype. Lanes 7-10 contains genomic DNA
from females 6, 18, 19, and 22. Lane 11 contains genomic DNA from hermaphrodite 63
possessing a normal female karyotype. B) The gel was Southern blotted and the filter
was hybridized with the RAYSI probe and exposed to X-ray film for 1 hour and C) 7
hours. Arrows indicate smear hybridization pattern beginning at 23 Kb.
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A)
M

B)
F

Y-BACs

Non-Y BACs

Figure 2.6: A) An agarose gel of HindIII digested genomic DNA of 4 males and 4
females. Hermaphrodites 16 and 36 possess Y chromosomes lending themselves to this
study while hermaphrodites 63 and 89 do not. B): Same agarose gel containing HindIII
digested Y and non-Y derived BACs loaded in the following order from left to right:
20D23, 29F17, 29J05, 77L24, 88P22 (Y) 105C13 (probable X), 186P10 (probable sex
chromosome derived), and 337O5 (probable X).
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M

D)
RAYSI
BACs

F

non-Y
BACs

Figure 2.6 (continued): Southern Blot of gel in figures 2.6A and 2.6B hybridized with
HindIII digested 20 Kb gel purified fragment used as a probe. Arrows indicate male
specific hybridization patterns from male genomic DNA and Y derived BAC DNAs.
Red arrow indicate genomic fragments hybridizing to the 20kb probe that are shared by
both males and females.
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E)
Male

F)
female

RAYSI

non-Y

BACs

BACs

Figure 2.6 (continued): E) Southern Blot of gel in figures 2.6A and 2.6B hybridized with
total BAC 105C13 DNA as a probe. F) Similar hybridization signals in males and
females. Extensive self-hybridization of probe 105C13 with digested vector (Arrow).
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M

B)
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M

F

Figure 2.7: A) Agarose gel of HindIII digested genomic DNA from a single male and a
single unrelated female loaded in the following order and amounts from left to right:
Lanes 2-4 contain male EcoRI digested genomic DNAs in the amounts of 15 µL (20μg),
10 µL (13.3 μg), and 5 µL (6.7 μg) respectively. Lanes 5-7 contain male HindIII digested
genomic DNAs in the amounts of 15 µL, 10 µL, and 5 µL respectively. Lanes 8-10
contain female EcoRI digested genomic DNAs in the amounts of 15 µL, 10 µL, and 5 µL
respectively. Lanes 11-13 contain female HindIII digested genomic DNAs in the amounts
of 15 µL, 10 µL, and 5 µL respectively. B) Southern blot of previous gel hybridized with
the whole insert of BAC 20D23 as a probe displaying a male specific 20 Kb band
(arrow).
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M

F

Figure 2.7 (continued): C) Southern blot of a duplicate of the gel in Figure 2.7 A
hybridized with complete BAC 29F17 as a probe displaying male specific 20 Kb bands
(left arrow). Bands common to both males and females can be seen below this (right
arrow).
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Figure 2.8: A) An agarose gel of HindIII digested genomic DNA of 5 males and 4
females. Hermaphrodite 36 possess Y chromosomes lending themselves to this study
while hermaphrodites 63 and 89 do not. B) Same agarose gel containing HindIII digested
Y and non-Y derived BACs loaded in the following order from left to right: 20D23,
29F17, 29J05, 77L24, 88P22 (Y) 105C13 (probable X), 186P10 (non-Y), and 337O5
(probable X).
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non-Y
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Figure 2.8 (continued): Southern Blot of gel in figures 2.8a and 2.8b hybridized with total
BAC 337O5 DNA as a probe. C) Similar hybridization signals in males and females. D)
Strong hybridization signals of probe 33705 on digested BACs 105C13 and 337O5 (self)
but less so in BACs 29J05, 77L24, 82P22 (Y) and 186P10 (probable sex chromosome
derived). No signal other than the 7.6 Kb vector band can be seen on BACs 20D23 and
29F17.
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Figure 2.9: A) An agarose gel of HindIII digested genomic DNA of 5 males and 4
females. Hermaphrodite 16A possesses Y chromosomes lending themselves to this study
while hermaphrodite 36 does not. B) Same agarose gel containing HindIII digested Y and
non-Y derived BACs loaded in the following order from left to right: 20D23, 29F17,
29J05, 77L24, 88P22 (Y) 105C13 (probable X), 186P10 (probable sex chromosome
derived), and 337O5 (probable X).
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Figure 2.9 (continued): B) Southern Blot of gel in figures 2.9A and 2.9B hybridized with
a probe spanning a part of the Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon Integrase region. Film exposed
for one hour. C) Similar hybridization signals in males and females. D) Strong
hybridization signals can be seen on BACs 20D23, 77L24, and 82P22.
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Figure 2.9 (continued): Southern Blot of gel in figures 2.9A and 2.9B hybridized with a
probe spanning a part of the Ty3 gypsy retrotransposon Integrase region. Film exposed
for 7 hours. E) Similar hybridization signals in males and females. 2F) Strong
hybridization signals can be seen on BACs 20D23, 77L24, and 82P22 however some
signal can be seen in all lanes.
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20 Kb RAYSI Containing Fragment

Southern blot of HindIII enzyme digested RAYSI containing BACs displayed a
range of DNA fragments and sizes ranging from 15-20 Kb, common to all 5 BACs
(Figure 2.3B). For simplicity let us here forward refer to this DNA fragment pool
collectively as the 20 Kb fragments. In order to understand the structural nature of these
sequences (tandem repeat array), the fragments were subjected to three different
restriction enzymes, HindIII, EcoRI and Sau3aI. Hybridization of this blot with the
RAYSI probe showed that the DNA pool is not cut by HindIII and much of the DNA in
this pool is not cut by EcoRI restriction enzyme, however, Sau3aI reduces the pool of
fragments to just a few ranging from 300- 650 bp (Figure 2.11). Looking at figure 2.12
we can see how this is the result expected to be obtained if the RAYSI sequence existed
as a tandem repeat array prior to Sau3AI digestion.
Hybridization of this blot with the RAYSI probe displayed the digestion patterns
of the 20 Kb RAYSI tandem repeat fragments using HindIII, EcoRI, or Sau3AI
restriction enzymes. The 20 Kb fragments are largely resistant to HindIII and EcoRI
enzymes. For both lanes 1 and 2 a RAYSI containing band is seen at the 20 Kb mark.
Hybridization signals from the Sau3AI digested lane show the fragment to be reduced
completely into smaller components that are composed mostly of RAYSI subunits (figure
2.11).
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of hybridization signals from Southern blots of duplicate gels
using the 20 Kb fragment probe (A) and Ty3 gypsy Integrase probe (B). Gels contained
HindIII enzyme digested X and Y BACs loaded in the following order from left to right:
20D23, 29F17, 29J05, 77L24, 88P22 (Y) 105C13 (probable X), 186P10 (probable sex
chromosome derived), and 337O5 (probable X). B) Ty3-gypsy Integrase probe Arrows
indicate hybridization band shared between both figures A and B.
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A)

B)

Figure 2.11: Agarose gel and southern blot of 20 Kb fragment (isolated from BAC 29f17)
digested with various restriction enzymes. A) Agarose gel was loaded from left to right as
follows: Lane 1) 200 ng λ HindIII marker. Lane 2) gel purified 20 Kb fragment. Lane 3)
20 Kb fragment digested again with HindIII. Lane 4) 20 Kb fragment digested with
EcoRI. Lane 5) 20 Kb fragment digested with Sau3aI. B) Southern blot of the gel in
figure A hybridized with RAYSI probe.
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605 bp
938 bp
333 bp
485 bp
123 bp 941 bp
333 bp

484 bp
123 bp

940 bp

333 bp
485 bp

Figure 2.12: A 3,421 bp RAYSI tandem repeat array reconstructed through stringent
alignment of sequences derived from Y chromosomal BAC 29F17. Letters are colored
depicting three full RAYSI sequences within the array (red, blue, yellow, from top to
bottom). The beginning and end RAYSI sequences are truncated. Yellow highlights
display Sau3aI cut sites and green highlights show HindIII cut sites. Note that there is an
average of 3 Sau3aI sites per RAYSI subunit. In this tandem array, digestion with Sau3aI
enzyme would yield the following fragment sizes from top to bottom: 605 bp, 333 bp,
485 bp, 123 bp, 333 bp, 484 bp, 123 bp, 333 bp and 485 bp.
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BAC subclone libraries

To obtain a more comprehensive picture of the sequence composition of these
probable Y (20D23, 29F17) and probable X derived BAC clones (105C13 and 337O5),
they were subjected to partial sequencing. For this purpose, BACs inserts were partially
digested using Sau3aI and resultant fragments cloned into p-Bluescript II SK+
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and PUC119 BamHI vector (Vieira et. al., 1987) for
sequencing.

Screening Sequencing Annotation and Alignments

To compare these male and female chromosomal regions, sex chromosome
derived BACs were partially sequenced yielding 218 sequences from BAC 20D23 (Y),
92 sequences from BAC 29F17 (Y), 75 from 105C13 (X) and 57 from BAC 337O5 (X).
Sequences were all subjected to NCBI BLAST searches and organized into groups of
sequence types (Table 2.1). Of the total sequences obtained from BACs 20D23 and
29F17 (Y derived BACs), 28.73% and 20.54%, respectively, show similarity to the Ty3gypsy LTR retrotransposon. In contrast 0.84% and 2.00% of total sequences obtained
from BACs 105C13 and 337O5 displayed sequence similarity to this retrotransposon.
The RAYSI fragment was found in 12.37% of 20D23 subclone sequences, 50.10% of
29F17 sequences, and 0% of sequences from BACs 105C13 and 337O5 (In chapter 3
RAYSI sequences are obtained from these BACs by using them as template in PCR
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reactions). The Ty1-copia LTR retrotransposon was found in 16.97% and 10.30% of Xderived BACs. In contrast 1.76% percent of BAC 20D23 derived sequences and none of
BAC 29F17 contained the Ty1-copia retroelement. Also the probable non-Y BACs
display a greater amount of unknown LTR retrotransposons than do Y derived BACs.
The majority of sequences obtained for the two X-derived BACs contain no known
similarities to sequences in the NCBI database. BAC 20D23 alone yielded sequences
containing Athina and AC like Class II DNA transposons and a handful of sequences
displaying significant similarity to known genes.
These sequences where aligned using the Sequencher v.4.1.4 program (Gene
Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan) resulting in many small contigs of various
BAC DNA and a few large contigs of tandem RAYSI repeat (Figure 2.13) and Ty3-gypsy
retroelements (Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.13: Section of the 20 Kb fragment reconstructed through stringent sequence
alignment subclones from Y-derived BAC 20D23 [Sequencher v.4.1.4 program (Gene
Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan)]. The reconstructed contiguous sequence
contains 4 tandem duplications of the RAYSI sequence. No interruptions are seen in the
tandem array by non-RAYSI sequences.
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Figure 2.14: Alignment of subclones from BAC 20D23 resulting in reconstruction of a
large portion of the R. acetosa Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon [Sequencher v.4.1.4 program
(Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan)].
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DISCUSSION

In many dioecious species dimorphism exists between X and Y chromosomes.
This dimorphism indicates that Y chromosomes are under rapid change throughout
evolution. Sequence studies of Y chromosomes from a wide selection of plant species
reveal some common characteristics such as the enrichment of Class II but more so Class
I transposable elements (Dimitri et al., 1999). In addition to this, Y chromosomes often
possess large tracts of tandemly repeated satellite DNA sequences (satDNA) (Okada et al
2001, Shibata et al., 1999). This phenomenon of sequence expansion has been shown in
autosomal areas of the genome as well, for example, the non-recombining knobs of maize
(Ananiev et al., 1998) as well as telomeres and pericentric heterochromatin. This
suggests that there is a general trend toward both transposon and satellite sequence
acquisition in regions lacking crossover.
Phylogenetic analysis was performed on 31 species of the genus Rumex using the
intergenic transcribed spacers (ITS) between the 18S and the 28S ribosomal genes from
the nuclear genome, the intron sequence of the trnL gene, and the intergenic from the
chloroplast genome and the spacer between this gene and the trnF gene. Results indicated
that the species R. acetosa has diverged from the other members of the genus at least 1520 Mya (Navajas et al., 2005). The Y-chromosomes of this species have evolved
relatively recently as compared with those of animal systems (300 MYA, Lahn and Page,
1997) thereby providing an opportunity to investigate the structure and composition of
newly forming sex chromosomes. Previous in situ studies have demonstrated that the
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RAYSI tandem repeat sequence only exists on the Y chromosomes. While these studies
have revealed the enrichment of the RAYSI sequence on the Y chromosomes more
extensive contiguous sequence information from these genomic regions for comparison
to other chromosomes is necessary to dissect the events leading to chromosomal
sequence dimorphism. Toward this goal putative X and Y BACs were selected from the
R. acetosa BAC library using the RAXc4 and RAYSI probes respectively. These BACs
were screened for male specificity by using them as probes on Southern blots of male and
female R. acetosa DNAs. Individual BACs from these screenings representing probable
X and Y DNAs were chosen for further characterization using DNA fingerprinting, and
Southern hybridization analyses, and DNA sequencing.
In order to obtain and qualify a known Y chromosomally specific probe, PCR was
performed on male and female genomic DNA using the primers and conditions outlined
by Korpelainen et al., (2002). In contrast to results obtained by Shibata et al., (1999) and
Korpelainen et al., (2002) the RAYSI PCR product of males and females both produce a
935 bp band containing the RAYSI subunit with 85% sequence similarity to each other.
However, only males produce a ladder pattern with approximately 300 bp increments at
60°C (Figure 2.1). The male RAYSI PCR product was tested for male specificity by
using it as a probe on Southern blots containing various male and female genomic DNAs
(Figure 2.5). The results of this hybridization were consistent with previously obtained
data (Shibata et al 1999). To obtain BACs of probable Y chromosomal origin the male
RAYSI PCR product was used as a probe onto high-density colony lift filters of the R.
acetosa BAC library. Only BACs displaying the strongest RAYSI signals were selected
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for use in this investigation being that strong signals are indicative of high sequence copy
number hence the repetitive RAYSI rich heterochromatic Y chromosomal regions.
Probable Y derived BACs were fingerprinted (Figure 2.3). The agarose
fingerprint was blotted and hybridized with the RAYSI probe (Figure 2.5). Fingerprint
and hybridization information were used to form contigs. BAC 20D23 did not fall into
any contig and also displays a RAYSI ladder pattern that is unique from the rest. BAC
29F17 spans the greatest region of a contig containing BACs 77L24 and 29J05. BACs
20D23 and 29F17 were selected for further screening of Y origin.
To verify the Y-origin of these two BACs, they were used as probes on a
Southern blot of R. acetosa male and female genomic DNA. BAC 20D23 only displayed
bands and male specific smear pattern on lanes containing male genomic DNA and not
on those containing female DNA (Figure 2.7b). This hybridization pattern resembles
those obtained when the RAYSI PCR product was used as a probe onto a similar blot
(Figure 2.5) therefore the male specific hybridization patterns seen when Y-derived
BACs are used as probes are composed mostly of the RAYSI component of the BACs.
This indicates that the BAC contains few if any other repetitive elements that are
enriched in X or autosomal locations in the genome. Hybridization patterns using BAC
29F17 as a probe revealed a ladder pattern specific to the male plus bands that are
common to both sexes (Figure 2.7C).
Southern hybridization of these two BACs with the RAYSI probes revealed that
each contained a 20 Kb HindIII fragment with strong hybridization to this probe.
Hybridization of the 20 Kb fragment as a probe on Southern blots of R. acetosa DNAs
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displayed patterns that resemble those of BAC 29f17 (from which it was derived)
indicating that the male specific pattern of this BAC is mostly the result of the RAYSI
tandem repeat. Digestion patterns of this 20 Kb fragment using various enzymes revealed
that it is likely composed of a tandem repeat array of the RAYSI sequence giving
predominantly three predictable Sau3AI fragments 485 bp, 333 bp and 123 bp (Figure
2.11 and 2.12). The 605 bp bands are caused by a loss of a sau3AI restriction site
between 485 bp and 123 bp fragments. Previously performed FISH experiments using
RAYSI as a probe revealed extensive signals in discrete regions of the Y chromosomes in
R. acetosa (Shibata et al. 1999). The data presented here verifies that this high intensity
in situ hybridization signal on the Y chromosomes (Shibata et al. 1999) is likely derived
from tandem expansion of the RAYSI sequence.
To obtain X-derived BACs, cDNAs from the R acetosa X-enriched cDNA library
were used as probes. These cDNAs were previously shown to be likely candidates for X
encoded genes based on differential Southern hybridization patterns to R. acetosa male
and female DNAs (C. Ainsworth, unpublished results). Eight cDNAs that showed
female enhanced hybridization signals were used as probes onto the R. acetosa library
high-density colony lift filters. From these hybridizations and analysis of BAC
fingerprints, RAXc4 was chosen for further characterization due to its strong
hybridization signal to at least three separate contigs. BACs 105C13 and 337O5 were
chosen as representatives of two different contigs. The BACs were used as probes in
Southern hybridization analysis of male and female genomic DNA to search for sex
specific polymorphisms. Unlike the Y chromosomal derived BACs, no sex specific
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banding patterns were observed disallowing this approach as a means to determine
chromosome sequence origin, however, individual BACs were shown to contain
sequences of different genes which are expressed in floral carpels (tissue source of the
cDNA) (Appendix B) thereby lending evidence that these BACs contain expression
clusters potentially of X chromosomal origin. When RAYSI is used as a probe onto
southern blots of BAC 186P10 DNA, displays little signal when hybridized with p
Y-derived BACs, 20D23, 29F17 and non-Y BACs 105C13, and 337O5 were
partially sequenced. Sequences were compared to the NCBI database using the BLAST
sequence homology search engine subjected to NCBI BLAST searches
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) creating a table of currently available homologous summaries
for each BAC (Table 2.1). This table displays the sequence content of two very different
genomic regions. BACs 105C13 and 337O5 were rich in Ty1 copia retrotransposon like
sequences constituting 30% and 28% of all sequences obtained respectively. In contrast
4% of BAC sequences obtained for 29F17 and 0% of 20d23 were from Ty1-copia
retroelements. On the other hand BACs 20D23 and 29F17 are rich in Ty3-gypsy
retrotransposon sequences (56% and 48% respectively) in comparison to BACs 105C13
and 33705 that are composed of 0% and 4%gypsy retro-element DNA respectively. As
expected the RAYSI containing sequences where over-represented in the Y-derived
BACs and under-represented in putative X-derived BACs, 50% and 54% for BACs
20d23 and 29f17 respectively as compared to 0% and 2% for BACs 105C13 and 33705.
Y-derived BACs alone contained the RAYSI tandem repeat while X-derived
BACs possess the discrete RAYSI subunit as seen from PCR (Chapter 3) and sequence
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information, but not in tandem duplication. RAYSI sequences found on non-Y BACs
have sequence similarity to the subunits expanded on the Y chromosome but are not
identical (chapter 3).
We searched for sequences containing homologies to both the RAYSI and gypsy
sequences in close proximity in order to characterize the LTR regions. Few subclone
sequences did show part of the Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon and the RAYSI sequence as
existing in close proximity (within 1kb from each other) fragment, however, all contained
internal Sau3AI sites and may be chimeric molecules. While sequence data indicates an
enrichment of this retrotransposon on the Y chromosomes, genomic hybridization data
does not show a visible difference in hybridization pattern or signal intensity between
males and female. This suggests that the retrotransposon mostly exists outside of these
tandem arrays and exists in less abundance than that of RAYSI (Figure 2.9 ABC).
Sequence information shows that a Ty1-copia like retrotransposon is enriched on the two
X-derived regions. To explain this phenomenon of alternate retroelement enrichment I
propose the following hypothesis: Chromosomes that are enriched in a particular
transposon will have reduced cross-over if the homologous chromosomal region is
enriched in a different type of transposon. It is well documented that retrotransposons
can display preference for particular DNA sequences with respect to the insertion site
(Kidwell and Lisch, 1997; Jiang and Wessler 2001; Liao et al 2000) This may be the
mechanism causing retrotransposon nesting, a phenomenon observed in the genomes of
species representing a broad range of taxa (SanMiguel et al. 1996; Takahashi et al. 1997;
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Higashiyama et al. 1997). It may be that these retroelements preferentially transpose into
regions that are already populated with those of the same kind.
It is unclear as to the mechanisms causing the tandem array of RAYSI sequences
however, the almost equivalent enrichment of both RAYSI and Ty3-gypsy in these Y
chromosomal constitutive heterochromatic regions indicates that both satDNA and
retrotransposons are implicated and suggests that they work together to promote this
phenomenon of Y chromosomal expansion.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE EVOLUTION OF TANDEMLY REPEATED SATDNA (RAYSI) AND THE
ORIGINS OF THE SEX CHROMOSOMES IN RUMEX ACETOSA
ABSTRACT

Constitutive heterochromatic regions of genomes such as telomeres, centromeres
and Y chromosomes exhibit accumulation of repetitive DNA. This includes transposable
elements and large tracts of tandemly repeated satellite DNA (satDNA). One such
satDNA sequence is known as the Rumex acetosa Y chromosome specific (RAYSI). The
RAYSI sequences are known to exist as vast tracts of tandemly repeated sequence units
of approximately ~930bp. These tracts can be thought of as clusters of homologous
RAYSI sequence units. This study investigates the evolution of the greater RAYSI
family using phylogenetic analyses of genomic samplings. Partial sequencing of Y
chromosome derived tandem array regions reveals the genomic environment in which
they exist. These findings reveal the molecular occurrences that have shaped these
chromosomes at this early stage in sex chromosome evolution and further support a
model of X and Y chromosomes evolving from a common progenitor.
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INTRODUCTION

As much as 50% of eukaryotic genomes are composed of highly repetitive noncoding DNA also called satellite DNA (satDNA) (Rieger et al., 1991; Beridze, 1986).
This term is derived from early density gradient experiments where this DNA was clearly
differentiated from the rest of genomic DNA because of its sequence derived density bias
(Slamovits et al., 2002). SatDNA is known to contain a basic monomer unit of one
hundred to thousands of base pairs. These basic monomers can then be repeated for
millions of times. SatDNA is typically classified as “interspersed” or “tandemly
repeated” (Slamovits et al., 2002).

Tandemly repeated satDNA is shown to exist

predominantly in the constitutive heterochromatin regions of the genome such as
pericentric heterochromatin, telomeres and Y chromosomes (John, 1988). Much
evidence indicates that satellite DNA plays an important role in the evolution of
organisms by promoting chromosomal rearrangement (Flavell 1980, Bennett et al., 1982,
Dean and Schmidt 1995) and may even play a leading role in speciation.
Plant Y chromosomes in many cases are recently evolved and possess newly
forming constitutive heterochromatin. Tandemly repeated satDNA is often arranged in
large arrays of nearly identical monomers expressing a high level of homogeneity in a
species and within a genome. This family of satDNA may be composed of subfamilies
depending on the rates of mutation vs. homogenization via molecular drive (Dover, 1986;
Elder and Turner 1995). Sequences from a single species are known to be highly
homologous. Amplifications of a certain monomer type are thought to occur through
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replication slippage, unequal crossover and rolling circle mechanisms, generating a
tremendous amount of monomer replicates with homology to a single ancestral molecule
(Dover, 1986; Elder and Turner, 1995).
One highly characterized satDNA system known as RAYSI (Rumex acetosa Y
specific I) has been amplified into extended tandem arrays on the Y chromosomes of
Rumex acetosa (Shibata et al., 1999). FISH hybridizations reveal tandem RAYSI arrays
to exist exclusively on the Y chromosomes (Shibata et al., 1999)(figure B1.7). It has been
shown that this satDNA sequence is part of a family of homologous sequences that
appear to have originated from an ancestral autosomal sequence of 120bp (Navajas et al.,
2005). While these studies depict the evolution of RAYSI from a distant ancestor, this
study focuses on the relation of the greater family including units derived from the X
chromosome (and perhaps the autosomes) using a sequence driven phylogenetic
approach. These findings differ from those previously obtained in that we have obtained
both ancestral and derived forms of RAYSI from female acetosa, and an ancestral form
from Rumex crispus and enable the phylogenetic analysis of RAYSI using a sampling of
the greater RAYSI family. This study reveals the previously undescribed immediate
genomic environment in which tandem repeat arrays exist and furthermore displays that
an ancestral form of RAYSI exists in the genomes of male and female and that a derived
form of the sequences has recently been amplified into large Y chromosomal tandem
arrays in which individual monomers display a high level of sequence similarity.
Tandemly arranged RAYSI sequences were obtained from two distinct Y chromosomal
BACs containing tandem repeat arrays. This method allows us to obtain tandemly
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repeated RAYSI sequences from two different loci on the Y chromosomes to see if loci
evolve independently as this indicates the existence of concerted evolution processes
(occurring at a relatively low rate when compared to mutation)(Navajas et al., 2005).
The evolution of the greater RAYSI family of satDNA is depicted in a phylogenetic tree
containing RAYSI derived from various interspersed loci in the genome of R. acetosa. X
and Y chromosome derived RAYSI are mostly the derived form of the sequence but these
chromosomes may also contain the more ancestral forms. Sequence diversity analyses
indicate that this most derived form that is also present on the X chromosomes has been
amplified into the Y chromosomal tandem arrays. This analysis advances the current
understanding of satDNA evolution on the Rumex acetosa Y chromosome by describing
its genomic environment, evolution and by characterizing it’s recent Y chromosomal
expansion thus providing further support for current models of Y chromosomal evolution
in Rumex acetosa.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
RAYSI PCR And Template Materials

Six male (this includes an hermaphrodite 16A with a male karyotype) and six
female (this includes hermaphrodite 63 with a female karyotype, R. acetosa plants were
harvested from a single population in southern England (gift of C. Ainsworth). For an
outgroup, one R. crispus individual was collected from a wild population in Buford South
Carolina. Genomic extractions and RAYSI PCR products were obtained as explained in
methods and materials (chapter 2) using primers designed by (Korpelainen et al., 2002).
For male RAYSI PCR sampling genomic DNA of males 2,7,11,12 and 16A were pooled.
For female RAYSI PCR, genomic DNAs of females 6,18,19,22, and 36 were pooled. In
addition DNA extractions of the following BAC DNAs were used as templates for
RAYSI PCR; Y chromosomal BACs 20D23 and 29F17, X chromosomal BACs 105C13
and 337O5, and 186P10 (chapter 2).

BAC sequencing

Total BAC DNA was partially digested with Sau3aI restriction enzyme in the
following dilution series: BAC DNA (200ng) was digested with 0.1U, 0.3U, 0.5U, 0.7U,
and 1U of enzyme in separate 20 µL reactions at 37° C for 20 minutes. Five microliters
of 0.5M EDTA pH-8 was added to each sample to inhibit further enzymatic activity.
Digests were run on an agarose gel at 7V/cm for 50 minutes and stained in ethidium
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bromide. The enzyme concentration yielding the maximum amount of fragments
between the size ranges of 800-1600 bp was determined by inspection. The ideal
proportion of enzyme units to reaction volume was scaled up for the preparative reaction.
Sau3aI restriction fragments were ligated into BamHI digested pBluescript SK II (Stratagene) and transformed into JM109 cells using heat shock (Sambrook et al., 1989).
Colonies were picked and placed into 96 well plates. Subclone libraries were screened for
E. coli genomic DNA contamination by hybridization of vector depleted BAC DNA as a
probe onto colony lift filters of BAC subclone libraries using standard techniques
(Sambrook et al., 1989) including 5 µg of sonicated unlabeled p-Bluescript vector as a
block. Clones displaying signal were sequenced. NCBI BLAST-N, BLAST-X, and
TBLAST-X applications were used to identify E. coli genomic DNA sequences for
removal from the local database. Codon Code Aligner software (CodonCode
Corporation, Dedham, MA, USA) was used to call bases and convert BAC sequence
trace files to quality files, which were then, assembled using the phred/phrap/consed
software package (Phill Green, http://www.phrap.org). Contigs were then sequence
characterized using NCBI BLAST-N, BLAST-X, and TBLAST-X database searches.
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Contigs were divided into individual RAYSI sequences for
further phylogenetic analysis using the BioEdit sequence editing software
(http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/BioEdit/bioedit.html).
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Alignments and Phylogenetic Analyses

BAC derived and PCR derived RAYSI sequences were initially aligned using the
BioEdit program (http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/BioEdit/bioedit.html), and then manually
corrected. This alignment containing total RAYSI data (all sequences displayed on the
phylogenetic tree) was analyzed on the ModelTest Server
(http://darwin.uvigo.es/software/modeltest_server.html) using the Akaike information
criterion (AIC) framework to estimate the best model and parameters for both parsimony
and maximum likelihood methods of tree construction. The PAUP* 4.0 (Swofford,
1999)* program was used to construct phylogenetic trees using both maximum likelihood
and parsimony methods. For the maximum likelihood method, we used a General Time
Reversal model (GTR+Γ) of nucleotide substitution including rate variation for each
nucleotide (Γ described by Rmat). Model parameters were as follows: Nst=6
Tratio=0.9306 Rmat=(1.56365 0.37719 0.55475 0.86640 0.89763) Rates=gamma. For the
parsimony method the GTR+Γ+I model of nucleotide substitution was selected using the
Tree-Bisection-Reconnection (TBR) method of branch swapping and bootstrapping.
Bootstrapping was performed using 500 psuedo-replicates. Parameters were as such:
nreps = 500 swap = tbr, maxtrees = 5000, search = heuristic
These separate trees were merged using the Treeme program (http://science.domix.de). Nodes bearing bootstrap values less than 80% were collapsed. Trees were
manually adjusted in order to highlight features. Nucleotide diversity analyses were
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performed using the divergence and diversity function of the DnaSP program
(http://www.bio.ub.es/~julio/DnaSP.html). Diversity scores (Π) are estimated for each
dataset by dividing the number of polymorphic sites by the total sites analyzed yielding a
proportion (Nei and Tajima, 1981).
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RESULTS

In order to investigate the evolution of RAYSI sequences within the genome of R.
acetosa we used the following approach; we constructed a phylogenetic tree displaying Y
tandemly arrayed RAYSI sequences in the context of a genomic sampling from male and
female. This result is different from those published (Navajas et al., 2005) where
previously, RAYSI was shown to exist only as large tandem arrays on the Y
chromosomes, however, our results clearly indicate that RAYSI monomers can be found
on X chromosomes and perhaps the autosomes as we obtained PCR products using
female genomic DNA template. PCR derived RAYSI sequences from male and female
acetosa provided a sampling of RAYSI sequences found in the genome based on
significant primer homology. In addition the phylogenetic tree also includes PCR
derived RAYSI from three putatively X derived BACs, Y chromosomal tandemly
repeated RAYSI sequences (for details of BAC characterizations, see Chapter 2). In this
manner, we can visualize the evolution of sampled RAYSI sequences from the genome
and specifically determine where the expansion of RAYSI sequences exist based on the
phylogenetic analysis. Further nucleotide diversity analyses would then be used to
determine the levels of heterogeneity amongst sequences.
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Obtaining Male and Female RAYSI

In order to characterize the typical RAYSI male and female banding pattern,
individual PCRs were performed on genomic DNA extracts of 6 males and 6 females
(Figure 3.1). To sample RAYSI sequences from the male R. acetosa genome, PCR was
performed on pooled male genomic DNA yielding the typical male ladder pattern
(Chapter 2, figure 2.1). The same PCR was performed on pooled female DNA providing
a sampling of RAYSI sequences in the female (Chapter 2, figure 2.1). In our
amplifications, the PCR product derived from the use of the published RAYSI primers on
R. acetosa male genomic DNA (Korpelainen et al., 2002) displayed a male specific
ladder like pattern (Chapter 2, Figure 2.1 and Figure 3.1) while R. acetosa female DNA
did not display the R. acetosa male specific PCR ladder pattern (greater than 930 bp at ~
315 bp increments) but displayed two predominant products of the sizes ~930 bp and 630
bp (Chapter 2, figure 2.1). RAYSI PCR was performed on Rumex crispus to produce an
out-group for phylogenetic tree construction resulting in one fragment ~930 bp (figure
3.1). The RAYSI PCR products were cloned and subjected to NCBI BLAST-N searches
to verify that they contain the RAYSI PCR product
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/Blast.cgi). Only products in the predominant size ranges
were obtained since these molecules are stoichiometrically in gross excess of the higher
molecular weight bands (Chapter 2, figure 2.1) (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: 0.8% agarose gel displaying the following PCR products: Lanes 2-5: RAYSI
PCR of male Rumex acetosa genomic DNAs. Lane 6: mutant hermaphrodite plant
possessing both Y chromosomes. Lanes 7-10: RAYSI PCR of female Rumex acetosa
genomic DNAs. Lane 11: mutant hermaphrodite plant possessing no Y chromosomes.
Lanes 13-17: RAYSI PCR of RAYSI Y chromosome derived BACs. Lanes 18,19,20:
Lane 22: RAYSI PCR of Rumex crispus genomic DNA. Lane 23: H2O negative control.
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In order to gain insight into the evolution of the greater RAYSI family a
phylogenetic tree was produced including tandemly repeated Y chromosomal, X
chromosomal and possibly autosomal isoforms of RAYSI sequences in the context of a
sampling from both male and female genomic DNA. In obtaining Y chromosomal
tandemly repeated RAYSI our sequence driven method resulted in sequence contigs
displaying the genomic environment in which repeat arrays exist.
In order to obtain tandemly arrayed RAYSI sequences two Y derived BACs
containing RAYSI tandem arrays, 20D23 and 29F17 (Y1 and Y2 respectively), were
partially sequenced. Y derived sequences were assembled producing contigs (figure 3.2).
These contigs were compared against the NCBI database in NCBI BLAST-N, BLAST-X,
and TBLAST-X searches in order to visualize contig composition (figure 3.2). RAYSI
tandem arrays are typically flanked by a sequence of unknown identity. The second
largest constituent of these BAC sized regions consisted of Ty3-gypsy Class II
retrotransposon segments that are typically flanked by unknown sequences as well.
Additionally contig assembly revealed one instance of an MUDR DNA transposon and
one Ty1-copia retrotransposon segment. BAC Y1 yielded 22 contigs of which 6 contain
RAYSI sequences. No RAYSI containing contig from this BAC yielded more than two
tandemly repeated RAYSI sequences. Y2-contig-23 was selected to represent sequences
within the Y2 BAC tandem array being that it contained the longest stretch of tandemly
repeated RAYSI monomers found. Contig Y2-23 was then devided into individual
monomers and the resulting 10 RAYSI sequences were aligned and used for the
“tandem” data group. Furthermore, these BAC sequences also provide not only the
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tandem arrays of RAYSI but also the surrounding genomic environments. The sequences
obtained are tabulated in chapter two.
For putatively X derived RAYSI sequences PCR products were obtained using
BAC DNA as a template. BAC characterization is described in chapter 2. In this
manner, we obtained the following RAYSI sequences; 3 sequences from X BAC 186P10,
3 sequences from X-derived BAC 105C13 (X1), and 3 sequences from X derived BAC
337O5 (X2).
The prior RAYSI sequences were subjected to phylogenetic analysis along with
13 PCR derived RAYSI sequences using male genomic DNA as template and 4 samples
derived from the female in order to visualize the evolution of these select loci in the
context of a total genomic sampling. RAYSI were obtained as described in materials and
methods.
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A

B

Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of contig sequence composition displaying tandem repeat arrays of RAYSI and
their surrounding genomic environment. Sequence representations are as follows: 16s DNA – red, Ty3-gypsy
retrotransposon sequences – blue, RAYSI – green, Ty1-copia polyprotein – beige, unknown sequences similarity –
gray, protein of unknown sequence similarity – black, MUDR transposon – yellow. Sections A and B display
different base pair scales.
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Phylogenetic Analysis

A phylogenetic tree was constructed using Rumex crispus derived RAYSI
sequence as an out-group. Thirteen male R. acetosa PCR derived RAYSI sequences were
placed on this tree, displaying the range of sequence specific evolutionary events that
have occurred in a sample of RAYSI sequences found in the genome of R. acetosa. The
following sequences are included on this map in order to reveal the evolutionary path
within the context of possible RAYSI lineages in R. acetosa: 10 tandemly repeated
catonated RAYSI units from contig 23 Y-BAC 29F17, 4 RAYSI sequences from
different contigs in BAC 20D23, and 2 RAYSI sequences from contig 22 (Y-BAC
29F17), three PCR derived RAYSI sequences from probable sex chromosome derived
BAC 186P10, one RAYSI sequence from X derived BAC 105C13 and 3 RAYSI
sequences from X derived BAC 337O5.
The phylogenetic analysis reveals that there is an ancestral form of RAYSI
represented by female derived RAYSI 23 and 50. There is a more derived form
exemplified by all contig 23 derived RAYSI, female RAYSI 3 and 4, and X derived
RAYSI (BSCP_acetosa_RAYSI_6, BSCP_acetosa_RAYSI_10,
SCP_acetosa_RAYSI_11). Between these two isoforms we can see various transitional
isoforms.
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Figure 3.3:
Phylogenetic tree displaying evolution and relatedness of the greater
RAYSI family constructed by merging ML and Parsimony trees. RAYSI sequence
monomers displayed on this tree are derived from various sources and represent various
loci throughout the genome. Monophyletic inheritance (blue line) is observed for
monomers obtained from contig 23 BAC 29F17. Prefix Key: MGP – male genomic PCR,
FGP – female genomic PCR, BAP – autosomal BAC PCR, BX1P – X chromosomal
BAC 105C13 PCR, BX2P – X chromosomal BAC 337O5, BY1 –Y chromosomal BAC
20D23 tandem array, BY2 – Y chromosomal BAC 29F17 tandem array.
Contigs from Y-BAC-2 (BY2 – 29F17) are composed solely of this isoform
however; contigs of Y-BAC-1 (BY1 – 20D23) seem to contain both isoforms exemplified
by Y1-contig-9-RAYSI-1 and Y1_contig_33_RAYSI_1 respectively. All sequences
obtained fall into the range of possible evolutionary distances found for male PCR
derived sampling. Most of the sequences sampled represent the derived state. RAYSI
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monomers putatively derived from X and most derived from the Y chromosomes fall into
one evolutionary branch (X derived RAYSI is green, while those from the Y1 are pink
and Y2 blue). This evolutionary branch is composed of the most derived form of RAYSI
(indicating that Y chromosomal expanded RAYSI is composed of this isoform).

Sequence Diversity Within Datasets

Phylogenetic tree topography indicates that monomers are highly homologous
within tandem arrays, and less homologous outside of tandem arrays (probably existing
as lone monomers). To better characterize this phenomenon datasets were prepared and
tested for nucleotide diversity (table 3.1). The “BY1” dataset represents non-contiguous
RAYSI sequences derived from a Y chromosomal BAC. The “BY2” data set represents
tandemly repeated RAYSI and contains the 10 RAYSI monomers derived from the Y2contig-23 tandem array (BY2_contig_23_RAYSI1-10). The “X Chromosomal“ dataset
contains RAYSI sequences from BACs of putative X origin. These sequences include 1
RAYSI sequences from BAC X1, 3 from BAC X2, and 3 from BAC SCB. The
interspersed data set contains RAYSI sequences derived from interspersed loci
throughout the genome; this includes RAYSI derived from putative X chromosomal
BACs, 105C13 (X1), 337O5 (X2), probable sex chromosome derived BAC186P10
(SCB) and 4 female sequences. The “male PCR” data set contains PCR products
representing a sampling of isoforms found throughout the genome base upon primer
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homology. The “female PCR” dataset contains 4 RAYSI PCR products from the female
genome.
Dataset BY2 (Y-chromosomal BAC 29f17 contig 23) displays the lowest
nucleotide diversities (0.023) while dataset BY1 (non-contiguous RAYSI sequences from
the Y chromosomal BAC 20D23) show a diversity similar to that found amongst female
derived sequences (0.116 vs. 0.106). “Interspersed” and “male PCR” datasets display
nucleotide diversity slightly less than that for BY1 (0.095 and 0.096 respectively). The
“X Chromosomal” dataset displays a nucleotide diversity value between those found for
datasets BY1 and BY2 (0.068).

Table 3.1: Nucleotide diversity values (Π) of data sets calculated using the DnaSP
program

Dataset

Nucleotide diversity (Π)

BY1

0.116

BY2

0.023

X Chromosomal

0.03270

Interspersed

0.095

Male PCR

0.096

Female PCR

0.106
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DISCUSSION

It has been shown in a broad range of species that constitutive heterochromatic
regions of the genome such as centromeres, telomeres and non-recombining parts of Y
chromosomes are known for containing large tracts of tandemly repeated satDNA (Okada
et al., 2001, Shibata et al., 1999) and are enriched for Class II but more so Class I
transposable elements (Dimitri et al., 1999). It is thought that monomers of these
tandemly repeated satDNA are homogenized via molecular drive mechanisms such as
gene conversion, DNA replication slippage (Levinson and Gutman, 1987), transposition
(Ohta, 1985), unequal-crossover (Walsh, 1987). These processes facilitate DNA turnover
(Dover, 1988). In Rumex acetosa the satDNA sequences known as RAYSI (Shibata et.
al., 1999) are shown to be enriched on the Y chromosomes, the only place in the genome
where RAYSI tandem arrays are known to exist. While previous studies have disclosed
that RAYSI exists in tandem arrays, that RAYSI tandem array is Y specific, and lent
suggestions as to the origin of RAYSI Y chromosomal sequences, this investigation
elucidates the relatedness, origins, and evolution of members of the greater RAYSI
satDNA family in the genomes of R. acetosa and the molecular events that have occurred
in the formation of these complex sequence structures. Our strategy was to obtain
RAYSI sequence units in their natural arrangement within tandem repeat arrays,
additionally providing a glimpse of the genomic environment in which RAYSI tandem
repeats exist. In order to investigate RAYSI evolution of the greater RAYSI family
(including Y, X, and perhaps autosomal loci) a phylogenetic analysis was used to
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investigate evolutionary relationships of the greater RAYSI family of satDNA containing
RAYSI derived from Y chromosomal tandem repeat arrays, male and female genomic
DNA including RAYSI derived from three putative X BACs. The phenomenon of
tandem repeat homogeneity was made obvious by inspection of the phylogenetic tree.
Further investigations could then be performed to reveal the level of diversity for Y
tandemly arranged RAYSI sequences, interspersed RAYSI sequences and those derived
from the X chromosome in order to better characterize the level of homogeneity amongst
sequence groups.
RAYSI units from two distinct Y chromosomal tandem arrays were obtained from
Y BACS 20D23 and 29F17. These BACs were partially sequenced obtaining fragments
of RAYSI tandem arrays and sequences from the immediate genomic environment. These
tandemly repeated units were displayed on a phylogenetic tree containing a sampling of
RAYSI sequences from various loci from the genome of R. acetosa. Most of Y
chromosomal tandemly repeated RAYSI units consist of the most recently derived forms.
Y derived RAYSI sequences of BAC Y2 appear to be extremely homologous exhibiting
monophyletic inheritance along with those derived from putative X BACs and sex
chromosomal BAC186P10. Inspection of the phylogenetic tree (figure 3.3) shows that X
and Y chromosomal sequences have evolved from a less derived form still evident in the
genome of R. acetosa and R. crispus.
To characterize the result of the process causing homogeneity amongst tandemly
repeated monomers, the master alignment used to create the phylogenetic tree, was
divided into meaningful datasets for further nucleotide diversity analyses. Nucleotide
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diversity (Π) was much lower for contiguous tandemly arranged RAYSI monomers
(obtained from BAC Y2, contig 23) than for units that are expected to be interspersed (Π
for BY2contig23 = 0.023 vs. interspersed = 0.095) (table1). The nucleotide diversity
estimation for the “interspersed” dataset is similar to that found for ‘male PCR’, ‘female
PCR’, and BY1 (0.096, 0.106, and 0.116 respectively) in which RAYSI sequences are
not necessarily contiguously arranged. The low sequence diversity found amongst
tandemly repeated RAYSI units along with monophyletic inheritance indicates a recent
rapid expansion of a derived RAYSI isoform. These sequences are present on putatively
X derived BACs X1, X2, and the probable sex chromosomal BAC, SCB, suggesting that
the isoform was present in the recent ancestor of the current X and Y chromosomes. This
is the first molecular evidence that at least one Y chromosomes and the X chromosomes
have evolved from a common ancestor supporting the cytogenetic models for the
evolution of the Y chromosomes in Rumex (Charlesworth, 2002). Interestingly the
putatively X derived sequences show a higher nucleotide diversity than the tandemly
arranged RAYSI set indicating that it was not part of this rapid expansion and also that if
molecular drive mechanisms are working to homogenize Y tandemly arranged RAYSI
they are less effective for X chromosomal interspersed sequences.
The results of these phylogenetic and nucleotide diversity analyses indicate that Y
chromosomal tandemly arrayed RAYSI has evolved from an X or autosomally located
ancestral form that is present in the female. Various intermediary forms can be seen on
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the phylogenetic tree between the ancestral and the most derived forms; however, the
derived form is abundant within Y chromosomal tandem arrays.
Current thought is that satDNA can be homogenized in a species due to molecular
drive and molecular turn over if these processes are faster than the rate of mutation. If
mutation rate is higher than the rate of homogenization these two forces can work
together to produce isolated islands of concertedly evolving RAYSI units that are
homogenized per locus. Data indicates that a derived progenitor was recently amplified
to create large tandem arrays of nearly identical sequence composition. We cannot
determine if monomers are homologous due to recent decent or homogeneous due to
molecular drive. And therefore more work will be needed to determine which is the
greatest contributing factor promoting the previously described phenomenon of low
sequence diversity for Y chromosomal RAYSI sequences. Intermediate and ancestral
RAYSI isoforms were not involved in the recent rapid expansions found for the derived
form, are less related to each other, and therefore exhibit greater nucleotide diversity and
an increase in single nucleotide polymorphisms (Table 3.1). These results do not show
concertedly evolving islands of homologous RAYSI monomers (that would indicate the
existence of molecular drive working at a slow rate to homogenize monomers) instead we
found that two distinct tandem array regions (derived from BACs Y1 and Y2) are largely
composed of homologous members representing the same derived isoform.
Results can be explained in two different ways. Our data supports a model of X
and Y chromosomes evolving from a common progenitor. In this model, the progenitor
genome contains various interspersed transitional forms of RAYSI from ancestral to
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derived forms. The interspersed derived form that was already present on the progenitor
chromosomes to the Xs and Ys was subsequently expanded in the non-recombining
regions of the Y chromosomes as the Y chromosomes grew in DNA content. The high
level of homology found among tandemly repeated monomers might be due to recent
divergence in a recent amplification event for the most derived form. We also cannot rule
out the possibility that the high level of homology found for monomers within tandem
arrays is due to molecular drive causing homogenization of monomers within repeat
arrays and driving satDNA turnover and replacement of old isoforms around the genome
(Dover, 1988).
It could be that molecular drive is occurring at a quick rate thereby homogenizing
the tandemly repeated RAYSI monomers found in the genome of R. acetosa. A
mechanism of DNA turnover could explain that RAYSI tandem arrays are composed of
the most derived form of RAYSI providing replacement of old isoforms. While we have
evidence of the existence of ancestral RAYSI isoforms further analysis is needed to
characterize the proportions of derived and ancestral forms found in the genome. If DNA
turnover is replacing old isoforms the derived should be more abundant than the ancestral
in the genome. Our primer driven method of detection is biased toward the acquisition of
genomic sequences that are most homologous to the primers and therefore this question
cannot be answered with these analyses. While the mechanisms producing this rapid
isoform expansion are unknown it is reasonable to assume that retrotransposons are
implicated in the production of tandem arrays being that they constitute a major
component of these RAYSI rich regions.
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CONCLUSION
Characterization of R. acetosa X and Y Chromosomal Regions

In many dioecious species dimorphism exists between X and Y chromosomes.
This dimorphism indicates that Y-chromosomes are under rapid change throughout
evolution. Sequence studies of Y-chromosomes from a wide selection of plant species
reveal some common characteristics such as the enrichment of Class II but more so Class
I transposable elements (Dimitri et al., 1999). In addition to this, Y chromosomes often
possess large tracts of tandemly repeated satDNA (Okada et al 2001, Shibata et al.,
1999). This phenomenon of sequence expansion has been shown in autosomal areas of
the genome as well, for example, the non-recombining knobs of maize Ananiev et al.,
(1998) telomeres and pericentric heterochromatic regions of chromosomes. This suggests
that there is a general trend toward transposon and satDNA acquisition in regions lacking
crossover. SatDNA is thought to be expanded in non-recombining regions of the
genomes via molecular drive mechanisms such as gene conversion, unequal crossover,
replication slippage and transposition. Molecular turnover mechanisms homogenize
satDNA monomers within a genome causing a phenomenon of concerted evolution. If
the rate of homogenization is less than that of mutation the result is isolated
independently evolving small islands of homogenous monomers. In this case monomers
within islands show lower sequence diversity than those found between islands.
Plant Y chromosomes are generally younger than those of animals (Charlesworth,
2002). Another difference is that plant Y chromosomes contain more DNA content than
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the X chromosome (Charlesworth, 2002) but this phenomenon is reversed in animal
systems. The molecular dissection of sequence-expanded regions on the Y chromosomes
of plants would shed light on the mechanisms causing these accumulations. Our plant of
choice was Rumex acetosa being that it has been shown to have recently evolved Y
chromosomes ~ 15 MYA (Navajas et al., 2005). Phylogenetic analysis using intergenic
transcribed spacers and chloroplast intergenic sequences of 31 species of the genus
Rumex have shown that the species R. acetosa has diverged from the other members of
the genus at least 15-20 MYA (Navajas et. al., 2005). This is relatively recent when
compared with those of animal systems (300 MYA, Lahn and Page, 1998) thereby
providing an opportunity to investigate the structure and composition of newly forming
sex chromosomes and particularly the expanded constitutive heterochromatic regions of
the Y chromosomes. Previous in situ studies have demonstrated that the RAYSI tandem
repeat sequence only exists on the Y chromosomes. While these studies have revealed
the enrichment of the RAYSI sequence on the Y chromosomes, more extensive
contiguous sequence information from these genomic regions for comparison to other
chromosomes is necessary to dissect the events leading to chromosomal sequence
dimorphism. Our goal was to sequence characterize RAYSI rich Y chromosomal and X
chromosomal transcript rich regions. A comparative study of sequence composition of X
and Y chromosomal genomic environments would lend evidence toward the mechanism
involved in the expansion of these Y RAYSI repeat regions.
Toward this goal X and Y-derived DNA segments (BACs) were isolated from the
R. acetosa BAC library using the RAXc4 (probable female cDNA) and RAYSI (male
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enriched) probes respectively. BACs were fingerprinted to reveal contigs and were used
as probes on Southern hybridizations of male and female DNA in order to screen for Y
chromosomal origin. The two probable X-derived BACs 105C13 and 337O5 were
shown to contain several probable X derived genes exhibiting female floral related
transcription (appendix B) thereby lending evidence that they are from the X
chromosome.
Y-derived BACs, 20D23, 29F17 and probable X derived BACs 105C13, and
337O5 were partially sequenced. Sequences were subjected to NCBI BLAST searches
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) creating a table of sequence types found in these BACs (Table
2.1). This table displays the sequence content of two very different genomic regions.
BACs 105C13 and 337O5 were rich in Ty1-copia retrotransposon like sequences
constituting 30% and 28% of all sequences obtained respectively. In contrast 4% of BAC
sequences obtained for 29F17 and 0% of 20d23 were from Ty1-copia retroelements. On
the other hand BACs 20D23 and 29F17 are rich in Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon sequences
(56% and 48% respectively) in comparison to BACs 105C13 and 33705 that are
composed of 0% and 4% Ty3-gypsy retro-element DNA respectively. As expected the
RAYSI containing sequences where over-represented in the Y-derived BACs and underrepresented in the probable X-derived BACs, 50% and 54% for BACs 20d23 and 29f17
respectively as compared to 0% and 2% for BACs 105C13 and 33705.
We searched for sequences containing both Ty3-gypsy and RAYSI in close
proximity (within 1 kb) because these may represent the LTRs of the retrotransposon
however; all of these sequences found contained internal Sau3AI sites and may represent
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chimeric molecules. Sequence data indicates an enrichment of this retrotransposon on
the Y chromosomes. Genomic hybridization data reveals that Ty3-gypsy retroelements
are less abundant on the Y chromosome than RAYSI because it does not produce a
RAYSI like male specific smear (Figure 2.9). This suggests that Ty3-gypsy exists
peripherally to the RAYSI tandem arrays. Sequence information shows that a Ty1- copia
like retrotransposon is enriched on the two X chromosomal regions. To explain this
phenomenon of alternate retroelement enrichment, we propose the following hypothesis:
Y chromosomes that are enriched in a particular transposable element will have enhanced
recombination with the X chromosome in regions enriched with the same transposable
element but will exhibit reduced recombination rates if the homologous chromosomal
region is enriched with a different type of transposable element. It may be that these
retroelements preferentially transpose into regions that are already populated with those
of the same kind. Transposon nesting has long been documented in many systems
[Shirasu et al., (2000) SanMiguel et al., (1996)].

The origins of the Y chromosome enriched satDNA RAYSI

The current hypothesis concerning the origin of RAYSI is that it has arisen from
an ancestral autosomal 120bp sequence giving rise to the RAYSI sequence and another
730 bp repeat (Navajas et al., 2005), however, RAYSI became Y specific. The results in
this study reveal that the RAYSI sequence monomers are not Y specific, however, the
tandem repeat arrays are. RAYSI clearly exists on the X chromosome and perhaps the
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autosomes being that PCR using female genomic DNA as template yielded RAYSI
sequences. Our goal was to show the relatedness of members of the greater RAYSI
family by using a phylogenetic analysis. This includes sequences from Y tandem arrays,
X chromosomes and perhaps the autosomes. It is reasonable to assume that RAYSI
found outside of tandem arrays are single monomers or perhaps part of very small arrays
(not visible by FISH). An ancestral form of RAYSI exists in the genomes of male and
female R. acetosa, however, a derived form that is present in low quantity on the X
chromosomes have been recently expanded in the non-recombining regions of the Y
chromosomes. This sets up a situation in which Y chromosomal RAYSI sequences
make up the major constituent of total genomic RAYSI and also show I high level of
homogeneity and therefore low sequence diversity. This would explain the results
obtained by Navajas et al. (2005). There was one major difference between our results
and those obtained by others, Navajas et al., describes the existence of two clades
concertedly evolving RAYSI sequences J and S. As satDNA is known to exist in a rapid
state of flux and molecular turnover, satDNA can be different from individual to
individual within a population. Previously obtained J and S sequences were very
divergent from ours and perhaps experiences a different satDNA population and a
different evolutionary genomic phenomenon as we only recognize one derived form of
RAYSI that is rich on X and more so Y chromosomes. We do not see isolated islands of
concertedly evolving RAYSI monomers. It is not possible from our results to determine
if the great homogeneity amongst X and Y derived sequences is the result of molecular
drive and DNA turn over mechanisms or simply recent expansion of a Y chromosomal
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RAYSI sequence that has homologues on X chromosomes. We suggest that the
phenomenon of molecular drive, molecular turnover, including rapid expansion of
satDNA are all results of the same mechanisms, gene conversion, replication slippage,
and transposition.
While previous studies have displayed the Y specificity of the array and that
RAYSI exists in tandem duplication, we have extended these studies through
examination of the genomic environment of these RAYSI rich regions. These
investigations display the sequence arrangement of the tandem RAYSI arrays, further
characterize the relatedness of isoforms thereby shedding light on the origin of the male
amplified sequence and present a larger genomic picture of the sequence diversity in
these Y regions (eg. enrichment of Ty3-gypsy elements, presence of specific genes and
other sequence elements).
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Overview

This study revisits the Y chromosome evolution model and proposes a revised
model that includes a growth phase of Y chromosomes preceding diminution. Data
shows that amendments must be made to the old models of Y chromosome evolution that
states that the ceasing of recombination between X and Y results directly to large scale
chromosomal deletions. Degradation causes a diminution of the Y chromosome over
time. While this does appear to be the case in animals, in contrast the plant R. acetosa
displays an expansion of particular DNA sequences in Y chromosome evolution. Similar
events have been noted in D. Miranda, Silene latifolia, Papaya, (Steinemann and
Steinemann, 1998; Liu et al., 2004; Lengerova et. al., 2003). If diminution is to occur in
these species as seen in Liverwort (Okada et al., 2001) then it may occur after a period of
expansion. Expansion of specific chromosomal regions via tandem satDNA duplication
and “alternate” retrotransposon insertion are the most likely mechanisms that inhibit
crossing over along the Y chromosome. As genes on the Y chromosome begin to
degenerate do to mutation accumulation, dosage compensation takes over. As large
regions of the Y chromosome become inactive they become prone to deletion mutations.
It is for this reason that we propose that chromosome diminution is a phenomenon of old
Y chromosomes.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
A DEEP COVERAGE BAC LIBRARY OF RUMEX ACETOSA, A TOOL TO
INVESTIGATE THE MECHANISMS DRIVING SEX CHROMOSOME
DIMORPHISM IN THIS SPECIES

ABSTRACT

Sex chromosome evolution represents some of the most extreme cases of
selection and mutation being that vast regions of these chromosomes experience reduced
recombination. While much is known concerning the molecular events that occur in this
process exact mechanisms evolved remain under-characterized in the Rumex acetosa sex
chromosomes. Investigating homologous regions of the R. acetosa sex chromosomes on
the sequence level would shed light on these questions. The BAC library is an invaluable
tool for this study. We constructed a deep coverage HindIII BAC library of male Rumex
acetosa (Sorrel) in the pIndigoBAC536 vector. The library represents a 7.64x coverage of
the 3200 Mb genome. The library consists of 480 microtiter plates in 384-well format. It
contains 184,320 clones of average insert size of 132.603 Kb yielding >99% chance of
finding any sequence in the genome. These BAC clones were stamped onto filter
membranes A – J in 4x4 format. The library has proven to be a useful tool in isolating
and investigating probable X and Y-derived BACs.
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INTRODUCTION

The current theory of sex chromosome evolution states that heteromorphic sex
chromosomes evolve from a set of homologous autosomes in which one possesses the
sex determining allele or alleles (Bridges, 1916). Male beneficial genes then accumulate
proximal to this gene as proximity reduces chances of crossover with the homologous
neo-sex chromosome, which would result in hermaphrodite and neuter progeny. This is
known as the “Antagonistic Genes hypothesis” (Rice, 1996). Recombination must be
stopped between the incipient X and Y chromosome at this locus. The current hypothesis
concerning the repression of recombination in these regions is that there is an increase in
cytosine methylation causing heterochromatin formation. Heterochromatin builds in
these areas and is epigenetically inherited (Gorelick, 2005). The heterochromatin spreads
out from these regions and the enveloped genes are silenced and recombination is
inhibited. This cessation of recombination initiates a path of degeneration and hence the
morphogenesis of Y chromosomes. Sex chromosome dimorphism has been shown to
exist across broad taxa in kingdoms mammalia and plantae. Rumex acetosa L. (Sorrel)
was our plant of choice for the study. It is a dioecious dicot of the family Polygonaceae
and display two homomorphic X chromosomes in females and one X and two
heteromorphic Y chromosomes in males (Rechinger, 1937). Rumex is a model for
dissecting the early evolutionary events causing sex chromosome dimorphism being that
it’s sex chromosomes have evolved recently (15 mya; Navajas-Pérez et al., 2005).
Toward this goal a deep coverage BAC library was constructed. Chapter 2 describes the
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use of this library to obtain X and Y derived BACs. Analysis of these BACs has given
much insight as to the origins of expanded sequences found on the Y chromosomes that
have shaped their morphological divergence from the X chromosome and also the
mechanisms involved.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
(BAC LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION)
Tissue Preparation And Nuclei Treatment

Seeds were collected from a wild population in South England and plants were
grown under continuous light at 25° C. Leaves were harvested, flash frozen and stored at
–80° C. These leaves were added to fresh leaves in order to obtain 80 grams of tissue.
The tissue was lightly crushed in liquid nitrogen. Leaf material was transferred to 500 ml
of NIB ( www.genome.clemson.edu/protocols.shtml ) buffer containing 0.1% BME and
held on ice under constant mild agitation for 10 min. This was repeated with the addition
of lysis buffer 25 ml 10% Triton-X 100 in NIB buffer. The suspension was filtered
through cheesecloth and Miracloth and subsequently aliquoted into 50 ml falcon tubes.
Intact nuclei were spun down and the supernatant was replaced by fresh NIB. This
process was repeated until supernatant was clear and the pellet was consolidated to one
falcon tube. Nuclei were mixed with low melting point agarose, pre-warmed to 45° C, to
a final concentration of 1.5%. 50 plug molds were filled and allowed to harden. The
plugs were incubated in EPS solution containing proteinase K for 24 hours with gentle
agitation at 50° C. The solution was then replaced and incubated again for another 24
hours. The plugs were rinsed twice for 60 minutes in 20 volumes of 1mM PMSF/TE
with gentle shaking at room temperature. The plugs were then washed twice in 0.1%
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BME / TE and then twice for 60 minutes in TE. The plugs were stored in 0.1% BME in
70% ethanol at –20° C.

Calibrating Enzyme Concentration

Seven plugs were selected and macerated as previously described and suspended
in 400 μl of TE. The plug suspension was divided into ten 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes. To
each tube a different amount of HindIII enzyme was added, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 100
units respectively. Tubes were incubated on ice for 30 minutes to allow enzyme to
penetrate the agarose. The tubes were incubated at 37° C for exactly 20 minutes and the
reaction was stopped by adding 20 μl of 0.5M EDTA. CHEF gel results revealed that 3
units of enzyme produced the desired size range of 100 – 250 Kb.

First Size Selection

Eight plugs were selected and macerated as previously described. The fragments
were placed in Eppendorf tubes in 100 μl aliquots and digested with 3 units of HindIII as
previously described. A large preparatory well was cut into the CHEF gel above the
comb wells. The bottom of the well was sealed with a thin layer of 1% agarose. The
plugs fragments were loaded onto this platform and covered with 1% agarose. The
CHEF gel was run and the portion of the gel containing separated DNA fragments was
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removed leaving just the sides for staining and viewing. After staining, notches were
carved into the gel marking the proper size range of desired DNA fragments. The
unstained gel slice was matched with the flanking sides and a cube was removed by
slicing between notches.

Second Size Selection

A second purification is mandatory to remove many smaller fragments that are
trapped behind the larger ones. This phenomenon is termed “trapping”. A 1% CHEF gel
was poured. The isolated cube from the first selection was sectioned into 3 fragments
called A, B, and C fractions. The A fraction should contain the smallest pieces while the
C fraction should contain the largest. The B fraction typically yields the highest number
of transformants and largest inserts. Three cubes were removed from the top of the
CHEF gel and replaced with our gel slices and sealed with 1% low melting point agarose.
Additionally a large cube spanning the entire gel was removed from the area in which the
DNA will run. This area was filled in with 1% low melting point agarose. This allows
the DNA to be electro-eluted from a softer agarose reducing sheer. Desired fragment
sizes are obtained as previously described and stored in 70% ethanol at –20° C.
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Electro-Elution Of High Molecular Weight DNA

Fractions were electro-eluted using a BioRad electro-eluter ( BioRad, Richmond,
California), . Agarose fragments were equilibrated in 10ml of 1x TE for 30 minutes and
placed in the electrophoresis chamber in glass tubes. Each glass tube is equipped with a
layer of Miracloth resting above a semi-permeable membrane. The gel slice sits above
the Miracloth while the DNA passes through and becomes trapped on the membrane
below. Tubes were subjected to 12 mA / tube for 3 hours. The TAE buffer was changed
after 1.5 hours.

Ligation And Transformation

One hundred and fifty nanograms (ng) of fragment were added to 40 ng of
pIndigoBAC536 in a 150 μl ligation reaction and tubes were floated in an ice water bath
for 16 hours. The ligation reactions were heated to 65° C to destroy ligase enzyme and
then desalted by floating liquid on Millipore 0.025 μM membranes on a dish of 5% PEG.
The presence of PEG concentrates the DNA by removing water. Desalted ligation was
transformed into Invitrogen DH10B ElectroMAX cells through electroporation in the
following procedure: Two μl of desalted ligation was mixed with 20 μl of cells and
placed between the electrodes of the electroporation cuvette and pulsed with 380 volts at
330 μohms. The transformation was then transferred to 500 μl of SOC media and
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incubated at 37º C with 250 rpm shaking for 1 hour. An equal volume of 50% glycerol
was added to the culture and flash frozen in dry ice ethanol. The cultures were stored at
–80º C.

Plating And Picking Clones

Thirty μl of the A, B, and C fractions were plated on LB agar containing of
2.5ml/L of 2% X-Gal, 125 μl of 20% IPTG and 12.5mg/ L Chloramphenicol and grown
overnight as pilot tests revealing a possible 83,465 clones from fraction A, 157,465
clones from fraction B, and 56,833 clones from fraction C. Yielding a total of 297,713
clones total for the library. Clones were plated on Q-trays containing X-Gal, IPTG, and
Chloramphenicol. The plates were picked by a Q-BOT (provided by Jeff Tomkins and
supervised by Michael Atkins of CUGI ) and placed into 384 well Q-plates containing 70
μl of freezing medium in each well. The plates were grown over night and empty wells
were inoculated by hand. The plates are stored at –80° C. The A fraction yielded 107
plates were the B and C fractions yielded 254 and 119 plates respectively totaling 480
plates or 184,320 clones in the Rumex acetosa library.
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Probe Preparations

For chloroplast contamination screening of the male R. acetosa BAC library,
segments of 5 chloroplast genes rpl23, ndhB, rrn16, psbB, and rps2 sequences (gift of J.
Tomkins) were pooled and used as a multiplex probe. These sequences are spaced
equidistant around the 152 Kb soybean chloroplast genome [probes can be obtained from
the BAC/EST Resource Center (www.genome.clemson.edu)].

Insert Size Checking

BAC clones were grown in deep well 96 well plates in terrific broth and
miniprepped using Millipore 96 well filter and receiver plates (Millipore corp., Bedford.
Mass.). The BACs were digested with NotI 10 base pair cutter using standard conditions
(Sambrook et al., 1998) and run on CHEF gels at 6V per centimeter at a switch time of
15 for 15 hours at 12οC along with a New England BioLabs Lambda marker and
Midrange marker (figure A1.1).
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Figure A1.1: Insert size check of forty-two BAC clones selected at random and digested with NotI restriction
enzyme and run on CHEF gel at 6V / cm at a switch time of 15 for 15 hours at 12οC and stained in Ethidium
bromide. The approximate insert size of each clone is placed above each lane revealing an average insert size
of > 100kb.
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Figure A1.2: A distribution of randomly chosen clones from the library displaying the
percent of clones at various insert sizes
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Figure A1.3: Rumex High Density Filter Hybridized With five Soybean chloroplast
clones as probes containing rpl23, ndhB, rrn16, psbB, and rps2 gene sequences revealing
a 2.5% contamination.
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SUMMARY
Characterization Of The Library

In order to determine the coverage of the R. acetosa genome, randomly chosen
clones were checked for size of insert into BAC vector displaying an average insert size
of 132.603 Kb (Figure A1.2). DNA genome size was estimated by Dr. K.
Arumuganathan (Director of Flow Cytometry and Imaging Core laboratory, Virginia
Mason Research Center Seattle, WA 98101) to be approximately 2.35 picograms of DNA
per diploid genome. Rumex acetosa was estimated to contain 7.46 picograms per diploid
nucleus. Using a standard conversion of 500 megabase pairs per picogram of diploid
DNA (Bennett et al., 2000) we arrive at a genome size of approximately 3730 Mb. These
estimates are known to overshoot slightly so we assumed that the actual genome size is
more closely represented by 3200 Mb. This estimates a total coverage of 24,441 Mb.
Using the formula N=ln (1-P) / ln (1-I/GS) where N= number of clones, P = probability I
= Mb insert size, GS = Mb genome size, 24,441 Mb / 3200 Mb genome size = 7.64 x
coverage of the male Rumex acetosa genome hence a 99.95% chance of finding any
unique genomic sequence in the library. Filters were hybridized with 5 different
chloroplast genes to screen for percentage chloroplast contamination yielding 2.5% of all
clones in the library (Figure A1.3).
Y chromosomes are shaped by exaggerated rates of evolution being that in many
cases recombination is inhibited along most of the regions shared with the X. Isolation
and analysis of probable X and Y derived BACs on the sequence level has elucidated
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some of the mechanisms driving chromosome dimorphism at an early stage in evolution.
The library would prove an invaluable tool in the investigations of diverging homologous
regions of the X and Y chromosomes.
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APPENDIX B
Tables
Table B1: Genes and pseudogenes found through partial sequencing of X and Y BACs.
Clone name
20D23_10e6f2
20D23_U1T7
20D23_s44_full
20D23_87T7

Sequence Similarities
unknown_protein
A kinase (PRKA) anchor
protein 5
Protein of unknown
function
Arabidopsis thaliana
genomic sequence
A kinase (PRKA) anchor
protein 5 (Akap5)

20D23_s70t7_kinase
20D23_s77_protien_k
inase
Protein Kinase
Arabidopsis thaliana
29F17_305t7
genomic DNA
ATP binding protein
29F17_303t7
serine/threonine kinase
Oryza sativa genomic
29F17_435t3
sequence
mRNA for calumenin
29F17_439_full
homologue
337o5_PUC_2_10H_ful
l
ATOFP1/OFP1
337o5_PUC_2_11c_ful serinel
threonine_protein_kinase
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Significance
Values
Accession
ABK32109.
1.00E-25
1
9.00E-05

19424155

1.00E-62

DUF266

2.00E-36

AC012327

1.00E-04

U67136.1
ABO45701.
1
AL161508.
2
AP008214.
1
AP000411.
1
AB076895.
1
CAB82754.
1
EAN94142.
1

2.00E-33
2.00E-16
6.00E-21
5.00E-56
1.00E-11
3.00E-04
0.0041

Table B2: List of forward and reverse primers used to walk along subclones in attempts
to close gaps in 20D23 subclone sequencing.
>2E6F2
>9d12r2
>s40F2integrase
AGGCGGTGAGTGAGAGAGAA GGGAATTATGCCAATTCGTG CGCCTTCTTCGAAACAGAAC
>2E6R2
>10E6F2
>s40R2integrase
TGACAAGGGGCCTAATCAAC GAATTGTTGCCGGATTGTTT AGACAACCATGCCACATTCA
>3E3F2
>10E6R2
>s54f2gag
ATGGCTTGGTATGCCTTTTG AGGAAGGTTGGGGAGAAACT TGGTCGGTATGCAAGACAAA
>3E3R2
>10F2
>s54r2gag
AGGAAGGTTGGGGAGAAACT GGTAACATGATGCATGAGCAA GAACCTCAAACAAGGGAGCA
>3G1f2
>11A9F2ray
>S63F2
ACATGGTTTGGGTGCATTTT TGGATCCTTCCCACTCCTAA CTAGACTCGGCAAGGAGACG
>3g1reverse2
>11A9R2
>S63R2
TCTCTCGAATAAGCCCGAAG CATCAATCCAAGGACCAACC CTGATTTCGATTTGGGATGG
>7A11F2
>11c5f2
>U1F2
CTTTGGGATCGGCACTTCTA AAGCACGCACCTTTGAGTTT CGCTGTTGAATGGGTGTTTT
>7A11R2
>11c5r2
>U1R2
AAACGCGAGCATTTCTTCAT GTCCCCAAAGTGATCTCCAA GAACCCACCTCAATTCCAAA
>7F8F2
>30F2
>U2F2
ACCATGCAACTCATCAAGCA AGGCCCACAACAAACAAATC CGAGTGATTGTGCTTGGTTG
>7F8R2
>30R2
>U2R2
TCCTTGTAGGACCCCGTAGA GGCTCCTCTATGACGACCTG AGGGATCAATGGGTGTAGGA
>7f11f2
>89F2
GGATTTCTAGTTCCCGCACA TGCAATCCGAAAATTCAAAA
>7f11r2
>89R2
AGCTGCTGGAGAAAGGATTG TGACTTCAAAACCCCAATCC
>7G10F2
>S12f2gag
AACCTTTGACCCCTTTATATCC ATTTCCATCACGGTCACTCC
>9C8F2
>S12r2gag
TCTTTGGCACAAGAAGCACA ACCAACGCCCCTTCTACTTT
>9C8R2
>S31F2unknown
TGCTGCACAATACGGTCAAT CAGAAGCCACTCCTTCTCCA
>9d12f2
>S31R2ray
AAACTCAAAGGTGCGTGCTT CGGAAACCTATCCAATTGTC
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Table B3: An X chromosome enriched cDNA library of R. acetosa was constructed by
C. Ainsworth (unpublished) using the prepISH procedure (Hozier, 1994). The cDNAs
were sequenced and aligned to produce contigs and remove redundant sequences.

Expressed Sequence
Consensus ID
Consensus1/30
Consensus2
Consensus3
Consensus4/11
Consensus5
Consensus6
Consensus7
Consensus8
Consensus-9
Consensus10
Consensus11/4
Consensus12
Consensus13
Consensus14
Consensus15
Consensus16
Consensus17
Consensus18
Consensus19
Consensus20

Consensus21
Consensus22
Consensus23
paREP7consensus24
paREP7consensus25
Consensus26
pentatricopeptide27/28
pentatricopeptideConsensus28/27
Consensus29
Consensus30
Consensus31

BLAST-n/ BLAST-x
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
oxidoreductase
unknown
unknown
16S-ribosomal-RNA
lactoylglutathione
lyase
unknown
unknown
unknown
5'-bisphosphate
unknown
unknown
glycosyl transferase
mitogen-activated
unknown
transcription
initiation factor IIB
mitochondrial
uncoupling
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown

Score

Accession

3.00E-38

AT1G23740.1

9.00E-21

ATCG00920.1

4.00E-14

AT1G80160.1

2.00E-24

AT4G05090.1

2.00E-58
6.00E-57

AT1G08660.2
AT4G29810.2

3.00E-46

AT3G10330.1

3.00E-43

AT2G41630.1

3.00E-45

AT3G54110.1

2.00E-06

AT1G77360.1

unknown
pentatricopeptide
unknown
unknown
unknown
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Table B4: Rumex acetosa BACs Displaying Strongest Signals When Hybridized With
(AAC)7 Probe.
97 E7
97 H3
101 I8
104 K8
105 K8
106 O12
106 L11
106 D19
107 I22
107 L9
109 A2
110 A15
114 P12
123 K11
135 C13
143 G7
154 A14
158 G7
158 J23
159 M12
159 B10
168 C20
169 D16
169 G7
170 N7
170 L17
170 M22
171 A15
181 B10
181 E3
186 P10
187 D15
190 I15
191 M12
204 P1
204 M21
204 I16
204 I22

205 O5
206 M14
206 A2
207 N18
216 K8
218 M14
218 B3
290 P11
290 M11
290 G7
290 D16
290 B11
294 D24
296 G11
297 L8
299 I19
299 E17
300 G24
301 K4
303 P17
303 O12
303 G1
306 K2
306 I24
306 B10
307 F8
310 F7
310 D9
310 C10
310 A12
315 J14
316 E24
318 F23
318 D22
319 L10
319 F24
319 A12
320 C12

321 F22
322 D15
323 I22
323 G19
324 I21
326 I15
327 N15
327 L21
327 L23
328 J4
328 I6
328 E10
329 L11
330 P24
331 K12
333 L11
333 F3
334 E20
336 F8
337 O20
337 N7
337 N18
338 N11
338 H5
338 E22
338 B11
339 G15
341 O2
341 N1
342 N15
342 M15
342 N21
343 M1
343 D13
344 D11
344 C20
344 A9
345 L16

345 E18
345 E19
345 D15
345 C24
346 K15
346 J6
347 N13
347 M8
348 O13
348 D10
348 C13
348 C23
349 N15
349 J2
349 B7
349 C15
350 K21
350 A14
351 O8
351 G9
352 K2
353 I7
353 E7
355 N6
355 L20
355 K6
355 J15
356 N12
356 E12
356 D6
356 C8
357 O14
358 H6
362 E5
363 G23
370 I13
375 P14
375 P19
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378 E19
378 E21
379 O9
379 F5
380 J7
380 K15
381 O4
381 O15
382 L19
382 K16
383 J5
383 E9
383 C10
384 H17
384 B23
385 H8
387 G8
388 K6
389 E11
391 E17
392 H22
394 H8
395 M13
396 E23
399 I21
400 J6
401 J11
402 K5
403 B11
404 D16
405 K22
406 K5
407 J17
409 F2
410 L9
411 N5
411 H22
411 C6

416 B7
421 B22
432 D15
434 K5
437 F17
438 E23
438 A21
441 G11
442 E15
444 F21
444 A5
446 D6
452 L7
454 P20
455 G2
458 C4
458 B15
460 F1
460 I3
464 O23
464 K22
464 F14
464 H24
470 M4
471 L21
476 K21
476 I21
476 B13
476 D22
477 K8
478 M7
478 N7

Table B5: Peach ‘Nemared’ BAC library clones selected with R. acetosa multiplex X
enriched cDNA probes 1, 3, 5, 6, 18, 26, 31, 36.
1 H10
1 O5
1 I10
2 J9
3 L23
5 O8
7 G1
7 G13
9 L22
11 J11
11 E22
13 G10
13 G10
15 J23
16 M14
18 F14
18 P10
19 N5
20 L23
21 I10
22 P19
22 N4
24 G18
25 I3
25 L5
27 M10
29 F22
31 L5
31 G10
32 N15
33 J23
33 M10

34 C6
36 F12
45 D23
45 L23
52 O24
52 O23
56 H7
56 G7
56 M23
56 O20
62 E16
64 J17
68 I6
70 H8
71 K14
74 I15
76 P13
79 K18
80 K14
80 E16
82 J17
86 I1
86 I7
94 F1
98 K22
98 F11
98 F12
99 E1
100 C20
102 E12
102 E11
102 C5
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104 M5
105 P5
106 L23
106 L24
107 N5
107 P11
107 L15
107 L16
108 K21
111 G24
112 E23
115 C20
115 E3
117 P5
118 K24
118 K23
118 M17
118 M18
118 J15
118 L23
118 L24
119 N5
119 P11
119 L15
119 L16
119C20
120 K21

Table B6: List of subclones derived from Y-BACs 20D23, 29F17, and X-BACs
105C13, 33705.

BAC

Contained
in
subclone

20D23

Ty3-gypsy

Subclone name

3e3t7_and_f2vector_
9c8f2gag_ipomoea
9c8t3-t7gag_ipomoea
20D23-5F4T3gag
20D2311d8fullgag_and_repeated
20D23-h12t7gag
20D23-h12-t3gag
20D231D10T7gag
20D232D5T3rt
20D232D5T7gag
20D233D4T3gag
20D233D4T7gag
20D233E3T3rt
20D233E3T7gag
20D233f11-fullint
20D233G1T3gag
20D234F3T7gag
20D236D7T3rt
20D236D7T7rt
20D237D10T3rt
20D237D10T7rt
20D237D11T3int
20D237F8T3gag
20D237F8T7gag
20D237F11T7gag
20D239C8T3gag
20D239C8T7gag
20D239d12-4fullgag
20D239D12T3gag
20D239F4T3rt
20D2310E6T7gag
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Total
Nt of
Sequence recognized
Length
in nt
Sequence

203
696
2261
658

203
696
2261
658

1167
644
664
627
652
628
654
632
239
200
938
655
477
644
625
648
635
646
632
546
625
649
633
1766
650
635
633

238
550
664
280
652
628
550
100
120
200
938
655
220
490
350
648
635
560
560
300
507
649
633
1500
500
550
560

20D2311C5T3gag
20D2311C5T7gag
20D2311D8T7gag
20D2311F3T3gag
20D2312H8T3gag
20D2312H8T7gag_os
S10T3gag
S10T7gag
S12T3-t7
S18T3RT
S18T7gag
s42t3integrase
s42t3RT
s42t7integrase
s54t3gag
s54t7gag
s66t3_gag
s80gag
s80t3gag
s95gag
s95t7gag
sum
20D237D11T7ty1_copia_like_
Ty1-copia int
s40t3copia_like_integrase
s40t7other_copia_like
s69t7_copia_like_int
sum

genes

RAYSI

20D2310e6f2unknown_protein
20D23-10e6t3f2unknown_protein
s77_protien_kinase
U1kinase
sum
20D232D4T7raysi-78
20D232D4T3raysi-78
20D233g1T7raysi-78
20D237C9fulraysi-2
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583
564
565
585
587
556
618
628
1344
647
632
577
614
601
611
597
522
833
520
625
696

583
564
280
410
587
556
325
628
1344
647
632
577
614
425
611
450
200
300
520
625
450
29383

632
616
601
506

300
616
400
480
1796

702

480

1042
997
562

680
600
562
2322

624
651
622
1747

624
651
622
1747

20D237D9T7raysi-2
20D237G10T3raySI-78
20D237G10T7raySI-2
20D237H8T3raySI-78
20D2311A9T3raySI-2
S11T3_raysi-2
S15T3raysi-8
S19T3raysi-2
S19T7raysi-2
S31T7raysi-8
S33T3raysi-2
S33T7raysi-2
s39t7RAYsi-2
s91t3RAYsi-2
s91t7RAYsi-2
sum
Repeated s66t7repeated-6
s74_repeated-3
s65_full__s25_t3_repeated-4
s93t3-11F2T3repeated-2
20D23-11D8T3repeated-1
20D23-115HT7repeated-10
20D23-1D10T3_repeated-1
20D23-3F12T3repeated-7
20D23-4B1T3repeated-7
20D23-4F11T3repeated-7
20D23-7B9T3repeated-8
20D23-7B9T7repeated-8
20D23-7C7T7repeated-1
20D23-7f11t3-f2repeated-6
20D23-7H9T3repeated-1
20D23-7H9T7repeated-7
20D23-10D2T3repeated-1
20D23-10e6t3-f2unknown
_protein_sat_9
sum
Unknown

622
557
627
630
642
636
333
694
630
638
639
617
598
679
629

622
557
627
630
560
636
333
694
630
560
639
617
598
679
629
12655

502
1151

502
518

825
2081
584
557
657
648
653
634
517
526
624
1048
637
622
424
1042

825
1202
584
352
640
648
653
634
156
156
556
1048
530
538
424
377

20D23-4F11T7repetitive
602
20D237f10_fullmicrosat_repeated 1130
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10343
555
1130

_-9
20D237F10T3microsat_repeated-9
20D23-7F10T7microsat-9
s30_fullreapeat_repeated-9
20D23-2E6T3repetitive
20D23-2E6T7repetitive
20D23-3F12T7repetitive
20D23-4B1T7repeated-1
20D23-7A11T7repetitive
20D23-7B7T7repetitive
20D23-7B11T3repetitive
20D23-7C11T3unknown
20D23-7C11T7unknown
20D23-7F7T7repetitive
20D237H7T3slight_repetitive
20D23-7H7T7unknown
S5T3unknown
S5T7unknown
S20T3unknown
S25T7unknown
S29T7unknown
S31T3unknownpoly_CTT
S36T7unknown
s44full_medicago_trucatula
s44t3_medicago_truncatula
s44t7_medicago_truncatula
s48t7poly_CT
s57t3poly_T
s57t7poly_t_and_A
s63t3unknown
s70t3poly_T_and_A
s70t7unknown
s77t3repetitive
s79t3unknown
s79t7unknown
s80t7unknown
s82_microsat_full
s82t3micsat
s82t7micsat
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649
628
857
634
628
626
614
635
621
638
220
214
622

649
628
857
634
628
626
614
635
621
638
220
214
622

598
623
628
619
652
624
623
596
624

598
623
628
619
652
624
623
596
624

1114
613
605
235
337
368
522
523
508
508
291
291
504
682
522
535

1114
613
605
235
337
368
522
523
508
508
291
291
504
682
522
535

s85t7unknown
s86t3unknown
s48t3_other_gag_binds_with
_s5
s62t3_gaG_binds_with_s5
s62t7_binds_with_s5_gag
sum

501
96

501
96

238
144
175

238
144
175
24170

non-LTR
retrotrans
posons
Athila

20D237B11T7athila-like_gag 636
s5-fullgag-athila-like
1136

unidentifi
ed
20D23-7a11f2pos pseudogene
Non-LTR 20D23-7a11r2pos pseudogene
retrotrans 20D23-7a11t3-t7gmp
posons reductase
20D23~1
s45t3o~1
s63T7U~1
s69t3 other rt
s93t7integrase
U1rt-non-LTR
retrotransposon
sum

515
336

701
705

320
200

1960
645
248
502
520
620

400
400
125
210
400
240

588
100150

420
2715

646
641
244
598

580
641
130
200
1551

655
849
940
849

655
460
150
175

774

774

DNA
transposon
s
ac-like

29f17

S29T3_ac_transposase
S35T3aclike_transposon
s38t7transposase
s47t7ac_hat
sum

Ty3-gypsy 29f17-2e8t3gag
29f17-2e10t7oryza_genomic
29f17-2f7t3oryza_genomic
29f17-2f7t7repeated-5
29f172f9t3_medicago_truncatula
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29f172f9t7medicago_truncatula
29f17-2f11t7oryza_genomic
29f17-2ft7-_1gt3_repeated5
29f17-2g3t7gag
29f17-2g10t3
29f172g10t7medicago_truncatula
29f17-2g11t7gag
29f17-1b9t3gag
29f17-1b9t7gag
29f17-1e10t3_gypsy
29f17-1e12t7gag
29f17-1f12t3gag
29f17-1f12t7-gag
29f17-1g2t3gag
29f17-1g10t7gag
29f17-2a1t3gag
29f17-2b7t7gag
29f17-2b9t3rt
29f17-2c3t7-zea_mays
sum
RAYSI

29f17-1a4t3raysi-2
29f17-1a4t7raysi-2
29f17-1b11t3raysi-2
29f17-1b11t7raysi-2
29f17-1c5t3raysi-2
29f17-1c5t7raysi-2
29f17-1e3t3raysi-2
29f17-1e10t7raysi-2
29f17-1e12t3raysi-2
29f17-1f7t7raysi-2
29f17-1g2t7raysi-8
29f17-1g3t3raysi-78
29f17-1g3t7raysi-2
29f17-1g5t3raysi-8
29f17-1h4t3raysi-8
29f17-1h4t7raysi-8
29f17-1h12t7raysi-2
29f17-2a1t7raysi-8

169

903
624

675
375

1049
636
653

210
636
120

635
627
656
632
660
630
661
631
660
632
667
642
656
641

635
580
656
200
500
630
661
631
585
520
667
260
580
641
11976

664
633
659
629
659
99
661
639
665
630
633
664
630
666
665
630
631
633

664
633
659
629
659
68
661
639
665
630
460
664
176
666
665
630
631
338

29f17-2a3t3raysi-8
29f17-2a3t7raysi-8
29f17-2a4t3raysi-2
29f17-2a4t7raysi-8
29f17-2a8t3raysi-2
29f17-2a8t7raysi-2
29f17-2b4t3raysi-2
29f17-2b4t7raysi-2
29f17-2b5t3raysi-78
29f17-2b6t3raysi-2
29f17-2b6t7raysi-2
29f17-2b7t3raysi8_and_ty3_gag
29f17-2b9t7raysi-78
29f17-2c11t3raysi-2
29f17-2c11t7raysi-2
29f17-2d12t3raysi-2
29f17-2d12t7raysi-2
29f17-2e1t7raysi-8
29f17-2e6t3raysi-2
29f17-2e6t7raysi-2
29f17-2f3t3raysi-2
29f17-2f5t3raysi-8
29f17-2f10t3raysi-2
29f17-2f10t7rasi-2
29f17-2g8t3raysi-2
29f17-2g11t3raysi-8
29f17-2g12t3raysi-2
29f17-2g12t7raysi-2
29f17-2h1t3raysi-2
29f17-2h1t7raysi-2
29f17-2h6t3raysi-2
sum
repeated 29f17-1g7t3repeated-5
29f17-1g10t3repeated-7
29f17-1h2t3repeated-7
29f17-1h2t7repeated-7
29f17-2e4t7repeated-1
29f17-2e8t7repeated-7
29f17-2h6t7repeated-10
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665
634
664
634
484
485
656
639
500
656
640

665
634
664
634
484
485
656
639
500
656
640

657
638
656
637
654
640
639
656
639
268
851
652
636
650
658
651
635
647
629
649

338
638
656
637
654
640
639
656
639
268
851
652
636
650
658
651
635
647
629
649
29217

663
666
667
630
642
639
638

633
666
667
180
642
639
352

3779
unknown

33705

unknown

29f17-1c11t3T_rich
29f17-2e10t3-repeated-7
29f17-2f11t3-repeated-7
29f17-2h5t3repeated-7
29f17-1c11t7
29f17-1e3t7
29f171g7oryza_sativa_genomic
29f17-1h12t3oryza_genomic
29f17-2b5t7
29f17-2h5t7oryza_genomic
sum
33705_R_A10_
33705_R_H07_
33705_F_D12_
33705_R_G11_
33705_F_G09_
33705_R_G09_
33705_F_H09_
33705_F_A10_
33705_F_C10_
33705_F_E10_
33705_R_B07_
33705_F_G07_
33705_F_H07_
33705_F_B08_
33705_F_C08_
33705_R_E08_
33705_F_F08_
33705_F_A09_
33705_R_A09_
33705_R_B09_
33705_F_C12_
337o5_puc_3_10g_full_unkno
wn
33705_R_D12_
33705_F_E12_
33705_F_F10_
33705_F_G10_
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662
764
652
653
633
633

662
764
652
653
633
633

630
416
638
635
58312

630
416
638
635
6316

755
387
947
562
941
968
949
772
1008
613
943
147
484
233
967
451
952
148
535
633
868

755
387
947
562
941
968
949
772
1008
613
943
147
484
233
967
451
952
148
535
633
868

1155
932
951
924
944

1155
932
951
924
944

33705_F_H10_
33705_F_H11_
337o5-a10t7poly_T
337o5-a4-t7poly_T
337o5-A5T3unknown
337o5-f3t3unknown
337o5-G2T3unknown
337o5-G2T7unknown
Sam33705_1_A04_
Sam33705_1_D06_
Sam33705_1_D12_
Sam33705_1_C01_
Sam33705_1_E07_
Sam33705_1_F12_
Sam33705_1_G06_
Sam33705_1_G10
Sam33705_1_H12_
337o5_puc_2_3f_unknown_ful
l
sum

802
935
641
641
331
655
650
642
920
934
374
835
973
369
982
911
983

802
935
641
641
331
655
650
642
920
934
374
835
973
369
982
911
983

498

498
32245

Repetitive 337o5-C5T7unknown
337o5-C3T3repetitive
337o5-C5T3gag
337o5-h2-T3repetitive
37o337o5h1t3microsat_and_repetitiv
e
337o5-H2T7_repetitive
38o337o5-h1t7_repetitive
sum

639
642
638
645

639
642
638
645

655
633
638

655
633
638
4490

745
942
772
930
940
604
872
925

110
780
772
920
620
500
600
670

Ty1-copia 33705_R_H10_
33705_F_A08_
33705_R_A08_
33705_F_E08_
33705_F_G11_
337o5-A4T7Copia_zn_finger
Sam33705_1_C06_
Sam33705_1_F08_
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337o5_puc_2_4c_full_copia
sum

genes

944

337o5_puc_2_10h_unknown__f
ull
1530
Sam33705_1_G08_
931
337o5_puc_2_11c_full_serin
e
1466
threonin-kinase

800
5772

245
104
1000
1349

Ty3-gypsy 33705_F_G08_
337o5-A4T3_snr_protein_E
337o5-f3t7gypsyty3

631
634
653

490
180
450
1120

439
846
942
656
656
251
1029
974
56047

439
450
740
550
550
240
600
974
4543

Ty3-gypsy 105c13f6rt

657

457

Ty1-copia 105C13_R_H01_
105c13-2g4_copiagag
105c13-2g4t3copia_gag
105c13-2g4t7copia-gag
105c13-3d6-copia-gag-full
105c13-3d6t3_copiagag
105c13-3d6t7copia_gag
105C13_F_A02_
105C13_R_A06_
105C13_F_D06_
105c13-b2-t3rt-copia-like

941
1056
645
635
857
651
632
961
970
950
656

740
1056
445
635
657
450
632
175
880
900
656

unidentifi
ed
transposon
s
33705_R_G10_
33705_F_C11_
33705_R_C08_
337o5-c5_tmtdraft_t7
337o5-c5-mtrdraft-t3
337o5-F2T3transposase
Sam33705_1_G02
Sam33705_1_G03_
105c13
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105c13-b2-t7-copia-likegag
105c13-f1t3-copia
Sam105C13_1_E07
Sam105C13_1_G10
Sam105C13_1_H09

unknown

105C13_R_F09_
105C13_F_B01_
105C13_R_B01_
105C13_R_C01_
105C13_R_F01_
105C13_F_B02_
105C13_F_C02_
105C13_F_G02_
105C13_F_D03_
105C13_F_E04_
105C13_R_G04_
105C13_R_A05_
105C13_F_G05_
105c13-1e8t3at_rich
105c13-1e8t7unknown
105c13-1g8t3repetativeunknown
105c13-1g8t7unknown
105c13-4d11t7unknown
105c13-5d3t3unknown
105c13-b1t3unknown
105c13-b7T3
105c13-b7T7
105c13-b8T3
105c13-c7T3unknown
105c13-c7T7unknown
105c13-d1t7unknown
105c13-g2t3-repetitive
105c13-h6T3unknown
Sam105C13_1_H10
Sam105C13_1_A12
Sam105C13_1_B07
Sam105C13_1_D11
Sam105C13_1_D12

174

631
426
876
934
200

510
140
770
375
160
9181

955
985
945
758
925
817
274
334
948
978
334
173
832
363
643

955
985
945
758
925
817
274
334
948
978
334
173
832
363
643

649
640
630
641
669
623
641
509
649
586
561
665
650
329
875
209
318
332

649
640
630
641
669
623
641
509
649
586
561
665
650
329
875
209
318
332

Sam105C13_1_F03
Sam105C13_1_F03_
105c13 puc 2 1f unknown
full
Sam105C13_1_A02

repetitive 105c13-b1t7unknown
105c13-d3t3microsat_and_repetitive
105c13-d3-t7_repetitive
105c13-g2t7-repetitive

TAL1

105C13_F_D02_
105C13_R_A03_
105C13_F_A03_
105c13_puc_2_6a_full_tal1

Unidentifi
ed
transposon 105C13_R_B04_
105C13_F_F01_
105c13_puc_2_3a_
CCHC_integrase_full_
unknown_transposon
105C13_F_H01_
105C13_R_C03_
105C13_R_B06_
105c13-a3t3transposase_unknown_te
105c13-f2-t3rt_unidentified_te
105c13-f2t7rt_unidentified_te
105c13g1t3gag_unidentified
105c13-h7T3non_ltr_rt
105c13-h7T7rt_non_ltr
105c13 puc 2 2d full
IMP dehydrogenase GMP
reductase full
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926
926

926
926

1511
200

1511
200

652

652

655
638
631

655
638
631
2576

961
928
930
1037

621
278
350
350
1599

955
942
1455

370
692
715

942
365
740

492
265
740

667

667

667

667

640

450

513
524
517
1602

513
524
517
440

7052

RAYSI

105c13-d1t3 Rumex specific
fragment
504

60

Table B7: BACs selected from library using two RHAT1 probes, one developed from
the female and one from the male genome or R. acetosa.

Male

Female

22p16

225d20

135k4

232j19
232k20
353p2
381g22
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SEQUENCES OF INTEREST
RHAT1 X specific transcript

B1: Primers for RHAT1 thought to amplify an X specific transcript in R. acetosa were
designed by Dr. Igor visor and this work is currently unpublished. (histone deacetylase
R. acetosa X specific probe).
RHAT1-Forward AGCATAACAACGTCCACAAATATG
RHAT1-REVERSE GCCAATAAGTAAACTAGCCTCTTGG

B2: The following are sequences of different sizes obtained from PCR products that I
obtained using RHAT primers for an X specific transcript.
>461-bp-RHat
TGCCAATAAGTAAACTAGCCTCTTGGATCATCCTTCCTNTNATAAGGTGAGAGAAAAGAGAACGATAGAGG
ATAAGGAAAGGATGATGATACCGAGCTTTGCTGGACGGTTGGAGTATCAACAATGTTGGGTTAAGAGAACT
GAGATCTTCAGTTTCCTTAACGCGCGTCTTCCGTTTTAATGATAACAAACTATTTTCCAATAATTCTTTCC
ATGAGTGTCATTGCAGTATATAGCGATATCATAGGTACACTTGGAATACATGTAGGATGCTGGAAAACAAG
TCGGCAACGTATGGAACTTACTGGAACACTAATTTATACCGCGACTTAGCTTACACTCAGAGAACTAAGAT
CGCGACCTCACCGCTTGATCCGCCAAGTCATTTTCTACAGGCATGTGAAGTCTATTTGTCCAAAGATTCAA
CTCCATATTTGTGGACGTTGTTATGCTA
>663-bp-RHat
AGCATAACAACGTCCACAAATATGGCAGCGTCCAGTCTCNNCATTTGCAGAGCTCTTTCTCCGTCTAGCTG
TGCCGTTTCCCACTTGGACGCCCGCCGCCTCCCGTCGCGGCTCTCTTTTCCTAAACATATCTGTTTCTCCG
ACCCTCCGGGTCTCCAATTCGCCGGCGAATCAGCTTTCCAGCGATGCGGAGGCAGGGCTTTCAGCGTCGTC
ACGCGTGCGGGTCCCACCGCCAACACCTTCATCTTCGCTTTCGTCTTCCCGCTCTCTCTCCTCGCCGTCAC
CATCTTCGCTGCCATTCGAATCGGCGACAGGCTTGACAAGAAGTTCCTAGAGGAGGTATTCCGTCTCACCC
TCACCCCCGGGTTTTGATGCCCGGCAACTGTTTGATGAAATTCCTGAACAAAGTTTGGTACTTGAGTTGCT
TCATGCAGCCGTGTAACGTTTGTGTGTTTGTAGAAATTGGTTAAACGATAGGTTTAGCTGCAACAATAACT
TCCATGTGGGTCTAGTCTAGTTTGCTTGCCATGAAAAAATTATCATAATATGATTATCTTCCTTTTCTCAG
GACCTGCATTAGAAGTAAAAGACTAACTTC
>1171-bp-RHat
AACAACGTCCACAAATATGTATAAAATTTTTATGANTTCTGATTTACTAATCATTCTTCTTTATCCAAATC
AATCNNCATCCTTAGTTTTCTTCGCTTGGCAGTACTGCTCGGCGATGCTCTACCACTAGCTTCATTACCCG
CATCTGTTATTTCGTTGTCGCTTTCCTGATAATCAAAGAGTTCATCCCTGATTGAATATCCTTCCTCTCTA
GCAATGTCAAGGCCAAATGCCTCCTGTTCAAGAAGGGGCTGTCACCCAATGAATCACCATATCTTTGTGTT
TGTGTGTGAATATTCCTACAGAACAGGCAGGAAAAAGAAAAAAAGGTTGCTATTTTTTTGTAAATAGAAGG
TGCATTACTAAAAAGAGAGCTCAAATGAAACGCAGAGAATTGGATGTAGCACACATTAGCTTACAAGTACT
AATATCCACAATATATGAGAGTGTTTAGGTTGTAATAATTAATACGTGTAAAGATGAGACTTATTTTCTAG
TAATGAATGCGCGTAACTCAGATCTGCAATTCAAGAAAGTCATTCTAACTTTGTTCTTGTAGTAAGTAATT
GACTAATGTAAACATACCTCTCGGTAACAATACAANTANACCCACATATGATACAAGATACGCTCTTTAGA
CCTCACAAATGTTAGCGAGTAAACTAACAATGCTGCATTGCCTAATATATGGTAACAATTCCTAGAGCATG
GTAACAAAATCAAGTATACGTAGGCCAAAGAGAGCACATGAATCTAGACTTGTCTTTTAGGGGCGGTTACG
AGTGCGTGGAAGTGCAGGCTCCCCCTCTTTAGGGACAATCAAAATTGTTTCATCTTCCTCGTCATCATCCA
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TCTCGCTTAATGCTTGGTTCATCGCGAGCTGCAATTACAACAAAAACAACTTATCCCTTACCATAATAAAA
TCACGTGATGTTATTCTCTCCTTCAAGTAACATTTCTCTATGTACTGGTAATGGCAGATAGGTGAGGATTC
AAAAGGAAATGCGCAATTCTAATACAGGAAAAAGCTTAACCCATGGCTATGGCTAGCCTCTGTGCGTTAAT
TCATTTTCCATTAGACAAATCAAATCAAACTTATTGAGAAATACTTGTATCATTCGGAAACTAGACTAGAC
CACATGGGAAGTTATTGTGGCAGCTAAC

B3: Contig sequence for the figure below containing overlapping fragments of RAXc3 X
derived cDNA and subclone sequence from a putative X derived BAC 33705.
>RAXc3_337O5_F01
CTAACTCACTCTCTTGACGCCCAAGCAACACCGCCAAAGATCTATAACCACAGTGACCGTCGGCCTTAACC
TCCCTTGCAGCACTTATATAAGGAACCCAAAATCGGTCCACATTCTTGACTCCGAAGTCGACGCCTAAATG
GATTAAACGTTCTCCTTCTTCTTCCGCTGGTGGCTGTGAGGGCAACTCTACATGCCCGATCTCGTCCGCAT
CTCTTTCCCTAGCCGCCTTCTTTGGACGCCCTCTGCTTTTTCCCTGTTTCCCTTCTTCATCCTCTTTCTTT
TTATCCTTTGCCTTCTGCTTCGCAGCTAGTCCCGAGCCTCTTTTTCCCTGTGCTCGAACAAACTCTTATCC
CTTGCAGCCGTTTTGTTCTTGTTCCTTGCACCTGGCGGCCTCCCCTTTGTCTTGACCTGAGCTGAAGTTTG
TTCCATGTATGTGGCTTTATCTGGATTTTGCAAGTCGTGATACAACTCTCCCAATTGGTATGCCGTGCTTT
GCTTCAATGTACCGGTCGTAAACTGTGACCACATCTCCCGTATCCTCCTATGTGTGACCTCCTTTGCACGC
AGACTGATCTCGCATGATGTCGAAGAATCTTCCCATATCAGCTCCTTCCAGAATGGATGAATGTCGTCGGG
TGTGAATGGTGTCTTGTTGACTATGTGATGTGCAACCTCATGGACACACGGCAAACCCTGGCACGATCTTT
CCCAATAATCCTTGCACTCAAGTGTAAAATCAAATTTCGCTACCCGCCAATATAACTCCACCAAGTGTGAA
ATGCACCGATCACCAACATTGAAGAACAATGGCTCAAAGATCCTTTCCACAAAGTGAGGAATATCAGCAGT
TTCAAAATCTCTCGGCTTCTTTGTAAGGNCAATATTCATGCTCGCTCTAATCTTATCCACTTGTTGTACGA
TGCCATGGTGTATCCTGACGACGACTCTGTTGAAACCGCCTCTACTTGAGCCAATAATTTCCTTGACAACC
TTGTGCATTCCCTCAACCCTGTTCAAACGTATACATGTTTTCGAATCATGTTTTGCATAATAGTTACGTTA
AGATCAACAAGTATAACAAAAACAAAAGTTCAAACCTGTTGGAAGTAATGGTGAAGAAGTGTAGGTGGCGC
TCCGTCCAAGCCTTTACTATGTTTTTCTTATAAGGAGTAAGCCACTCCCTCTCCAAGTATCCAACAAGCCC
TTTCTTCCATCTAACTCTTAGCTCGTCGAGCCTCTTTTCGTAAGTCTTCTCACTCCTTGAACAAAAAAGAG
CCCAACATTGGTCAGAAAAATTATCCGCGTCACCCAGATTCTTCATGATGGGGTATGCATAGGCCCGGATA
TTATTCCTAATGTGCACCCAGCACAAAAGATGCTGAACCTCGCTTCCGAACACTTCATTTATTCCACTTAT
TAGAGCCTTCTCGCGGTCGGTCATGATTGCGGTTGGCATCACACCGATGTCCTCGTACAATGCGCGCAGTT
TCTTCATTATCCAAGTGTAGTGGTAGGTCTTCTCAGCTCGAGTAAACGCGAATCCGACGTTGAACGTCAAG
TGCGTACAAGTGAAGCCAACCATCTGTACGAGTGGCATGTTGTACCTATAGAGAATAAGAGCATAACAAAT
CTATCAAAACATGATTCAATCGAGTCGGATAAGATGTAGCTATTGATTGAACTAATGCCTTACTTGTTTGA
CTTGTATGTCGCATCAATGACTACAACGTACGGGANNNNNNTCAGCAAATGGAGTGACTCCTTGTTAGCGA
AGAACAATATTCAACCTCAT

Figure B1.1: Contig created in Sequencher program displaying overlapping fragments of
RAXc3 X derived cDNA and subclone 337O5_F01_reverse sequence from a putative X
derived BAC 33705.
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B4: Contig sequence for the figure below containing overlapping fragments of RAXC13
X derived cDNA and subclone sequence from a putative X derived BAC 105C13.
>RAXC13_105C13_H10F
GCAGGAATTCGATCTCTTGCTTGAATTCGGACTATGAAAACATCTTGGACCAAGATTGATTGCTTTGAGGG
GATTATGACTATGGGATACAATGGCGACATTGTAGGCCATAGGGTTAGCGATGAGGGATCCGTCTTCATCC
CGAACGCTAGTGCTTTGGCGGTTTATAACGATTCCATCCGGATGACGTATGAACCCGATGAGCCTAGAGTT
CGGAATGAGGATTGCTCTAATCTTACTACTACTCCCTCTCAGTCATTTGCTTTGGGCAGTCGCCCCACCTC
TCTGATTTCCAAGGGCAAGGAGAAGGCCAGTTCGGTTTTGCAGGGCAAGGATTCATCTCCTACGCGTCCTA
AGGAGTCGAATAAAGGGCCCTAGTAATGCGCCTAAAAAGGCGAAGCAGGCATGGGTGGTGAAAGCAATACA
CAGTCTAAGGTTAAAACCTTTCTGTGGTGGGATTGAGACGATGGAGTCTGAATTCACAGATGGCCGGAAGG
GGCCAAAGAGCTATGGTTGAGTAGGCTCGATTACGTCGTGCCACGACGTTAACTAAGGCGCTGATCGGGAG
GCAACCCGAGGTATGCATTCTTTTCTCTCTTTGTTGTTTTTATTTTTGTTTTCTGTGAAAATACAAAAAAA
AAATTATAAAATGCAAAAACTATAAAAATGTGAGACCGACTTGCCTGGACCATGGTGGTAGCTTCTAGCTT
GCTCAGGTATGACTATTTCTACCCTTACACTCGTCAGTACTTCCCTATGACACCCCGTGTCTAGGCTGGTT
AAAGACCAGACAGCTCTAACTCAAGTAATTGATAGCCCTGGATTCGTACGGATCTTGTGNATGGCTCTAGC
CATAGTTGTGACTTATGAATTGACGGTTTCGGTTGGATGAGTTGTACTTGGAGTTTTTCGTACGATCTTAT
GAGANTGTGGATGANAAGCAAGTATGGGGGANTTGCCGGGGTTCGCAAGTTGGNTGTGAGTTTTTCTTTTC
TTTTTCCTTCTTATTTGAGTTCTCTTTGCTACATTGAGGANNATGCATCATTTNANTATGGGGGANTGANT
TANACTCNTTNANTTAGANTAGCTGNTT

Figure B1.2: Contig sequence for the figure below containing overlapping fragments of
RAXc13 X derived cDNA and subclone 105C13_H10_F sequence from a putative X
derived BAC 105C13.
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B5: Contig sequence for the figure below containing overlapping fragments of RAXC16
X X homologous fragments from BACs 33705 and 105C13
>RAXc16_105C13_d3_full
CCTCCTCCTCCTCNACCACCAATNTACGTCNNCACAGCAACANCAACAACAACAASAWCAASAAYAACAAY
AAMAACAACAAYAACAACAASAASATAKWMRAAATTSAMGTACCAGGTCTGGCTCGGGAGTAGTAGGAGCA
GAAGCTGAAGTAGAAGCAGCAGCAGTGGTAGAAGTAGAAGGAGCAGAAGCAGCAGCAGCAGTGGTAGAGGT
AGAAGGAGCAGAAGCAGCAGCAGCCGCAGTAGCAGTAGAAGAAGTGGAAGCAGAAGCAGCAGCAGCCGCAG
TAGCAGTAGAAAAAGTGGAAGCAGAAGCAGCAGCAGCCGCAGCAGAAGAAGTGGAAGCAGGAGCAGAAGCA
GCAGCAGCAGAAGAAGAAGTAGAAGCAGCAGCAGAAGACGGTCCGACAGACTCAGAACCCTGTGCCGCTGA
AGTAGAAGGGCCAACAAACTCTGAAGCCGAAGCTGCTGAAGTGGTCGACGGAGCAGACGTAGAAGTGCCGC
CTGACTCCGTAGCAGCTACAGAAGGCCCAACTGCCTCTGCAAGGTCGTCCTCAACTACTACGTGAGCTCCA
GTGTCGTCGACTCGTCGCCTCTGTCTCCTCGGCTGCCTAACAAGCGTAGGAGGGTCCTCGTCTAAAGGAGT
CAGCTCGTAGATACTCCGCGCAATGTGCGTGGAGTAACTGAGCAACAAANCAGTTCTGCGAGGTCCTCCTG
GCATCCAGAACTCCTTGAGGAGGAGNAGGAGGACCCNAGAGGAGGAGAAGGANCAGGAGAGAAAGTGGNCC
AGAAGTCTGAGTCTGAGTCTCTGTGCGAAACTCCTCCTGACGTCCAGGTGACGTCTGCTGTGAAGACGACC
TCAGCGGTGAAGGCGTCTCAAACGAAGAGCGTACCGGCGACGACCTCGGCAGAGGACTACACTCCTCGTCC
AAAAGCTGGTCCACGTCACACTCCACGTAAGGGTGAGCAGAAGGGTCGACGTCCATGGGCACATGCCCAGT
GTCGGTGTCCACGCCTCTCTCTGACTGAGTCTGAGACGAAGGCTCCTGGGTCTGAGTGTCGTCACCAACAG
GACCTGTCTCTCTAAGCTCTACTGGCGCCTCGTCGTCGTCCTCGTAGTCGTCGACGCTCAAAGAAGAAAAC
TGGACCGCCTCTCCAGCAACTAGCGACTGGTGGACCTCTCGTGACTGGGCACGGACACTCTCAGTCACTCC
AACTCGTCTCTGACGCGCCAACGCTCTCGGTACTGGCGGTCGGTCGGGTGCAGCTAGTGACTCACGTAAAC
CANAATCATCAAANGCAAACGCTTTTTAATCGTAATTTAGTGTTTTGATC

Figure B1.3: Contig produced in Sequencher revealing homologous region in both X
derived BACs 105C13 and 337O5. This region overlaps with RAXc16 (concensus 16).
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Figure B1.4: Hybridization of (AAC)7 selected R. acetosa BAC 186P10 as probe onto
male and female genomic DNA southern memebranes. Genomic DNA is loaded in wells
in the following order from left to right: Lanes 2, 3, and 4 contain male genomic DNA
digested with EcoRI at 15μL (20μg), 10 μL (13.33 μg), and 5μL respectively (6.67 μg).
Lanes 5, 6, and 7 contain male genomic DNA digested with HindIII and loaded at 15μL,
10 μL, and 5μL respectively. Lanes 8, 9, and 10 contain female genomic DNA
digested with EcoRI at 15μL, 10 μL, and 5μL respectively. Lanes 11, 12, and 13 contain
female genomic DNA digested with HindIII and loaded at 15μL, 10 μL, and 5μL
respectively.
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Figure B1.5: Flourecent insitu chromosome hybridization of male R. acetosa squashed
metaphase root cells displaying enrichment of X and Y chromosomal (AAC)7 satDNA
(Unpublished work by Ferri Phd disertaion 2003). Blue chromosomes are visualized with
DAPI stain. SatDNA probe (AAC)7 is pink.

Figure B1.6: Male mitotic R. aceotsa chromosme stained with DAPI (blue) and
hybridized with Probe (AAC)7 (pink) displaying the enrichment of this probe both on X
and Y chromosomes and various places in the autosomes.
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Figure B1.7: Flourecent insitu chromosome hybridization of male R. acetosa squashed
metaphase root cells using RAYSI as a probe. Image displays large RAYSI tandem
arrays exclusively on the Y chromosomes (Shibata et al., 1999).
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Male PCR Tempurature Gradient

Female PCR Tempurature Gradient

Figure: B1.8: Two RAYSI PCR tempurature gradient assays using male and female
genomic DNA templates. PCR products were run on 0.8% agarose gels at 7v/cm. The
male PCR gradient displays the 935 bp RAYSI fragment and the distinctive male ladder
pattern (> 1000 bp) from 40˚C- 60˚C however the 600 bp band disappears at ~ 58 ˚C
indicating less primer homology for these sequencs. In female PCR tempurature gradient
the two charachteristic bands 935bp and 600bp are both present until ~53˚C however the
typical 935bp bands are evident through 58˚C indicating that RAYSI has a true
homolouge in the genome of the female.
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Figure B1.9: Agarose electrophoresis gel displaying PCR products. Lane 1 and 12 from
(left to right) contain pGEM marker. Lanes 2 and 3 contain PCR products of . acetosa
male and female genomic DNA using primers created from left and right sequences of
subclone 20D23_33. Lanes 4 and 5 display PCR products of male and female genomic
DNA using primers made from left and right sequences of subclone 20D23_46. Lanes 6
and 7 display PCR products of male and female genomic DNA using primers made from
left and right sequences of subclone 20D23_50. Lanes 8, 9, and 10 contain PCR products
using DNA of BAC 20D23 as a template using primer sets 33, 46, and 50.
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